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Editor’s Message

NoSQL gave us wonderful innovations—like elastic, fullymanaged cloud

native databases with metered pricing; functional segmentation; sharding; 

and replication—but discarded the relational model. Talk about throwing away the 

baby with the bathwater.

“Functional segmentation” means that you chop up your monolithic database 

into small hierarchical schemas such as “Customer” and “Shopping Cart.” All the 

information about an entity such as a customer or a shopping cart can be stuffed 

into a single JSON value. The data can then be “sharded” (distributed) and repli

cated. The only allowed operations are “CRUD” operations on a single JSON value.

Byebye SQL. Byebye ACID transactions. Byebye distributed transactions.

“NewSQL” technologies—such as Google Cloud Spanner and YugaByte DB—

now give us cloudnative databases, functional segmentation, sharding, and replica

tion without discarding the relational model. It’s like having your cake and eating it 

too.

This is the 130th issue of the NoCOUG Journal. Enjoy! s

http://nocoug.org
http://nocoug.org
mailto:journal@nocoug.org
mailto:journal@nocoug.org
http://nocoug.org
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I N T E R V I E W

The Cloud Is 
the Database

with Dominic Preuss and Deepti Srivastava

Reprinted from the May 2018 issue Dominic Preuss

I get that there are advantages in moving my database instances 
to the cloud. What I don’t get is why I need to change my data-
base technology?

This all comes down to how much you want to be in the busi
ness of managing and nurturing servers—physical, bare metal, 
virtual, or any other type. Cloudnative database services make 
assumptions about distributed computing, storage, and network
ing that databases built for an onpremises, baremetal world do 
not. These cloudnative assumptions yield systems that employ 
much higher levels of automation, easing the operational over
head for their end users. These cloudnative database services 
offer serverless operations or abstract clustersizing concepts like 
nodes that allow you to scale as your workload grows.

We as an industry don’t do a terribly good job of defining the 
categorical differences between managed cloudnative database 
services and database services that are built to ease operational 
toil but are rooted in onpremises architectures and systems. 
There are many shades of grey. A Google Cloud example is that 
we have Cloud Spanner, which is cloudnative and has very low 
maintenance and operational requirements, and Cloud SQL, 
which offers MySQL and Postgres compatibility but requires you 
to be involved somewhat in the operations of your database. We 
tend to call both of these “managed database services.” Where 
things get complicated is as you scale out. Operational overhead 
increases as shard or partition count increases. Cloudnative data
bases solve this scale problem natively.

You have to choose what’s right for your business, but we be
lieve that IT and developers should be 100% focused on adding 
value to their business. If operating a database doesn’t add value 
to your business, you should let a cloud provider like Google 
Cloud do that for you. If you’re just moving your database in
stance from an onpremises server to the cloud, you’re not taking 
full advantage of what the cloud can offer. It’s the difference be
tween “database as a service” and “database instance as a service.”
Are there any analogies out there?

I like food, so let’s use a restaurant analogy. To be a successful 
restaurateur, you run your restaurant like a business, not a hobby. 
You’re focused on food costs, efficiency of your staff, and ulti

mately, customer satisfaction. To control food costs, you can 
choose to buy readymade products that just need to be heated 
and served. You can also buy raw ingredients and have your staff 
chop, prepare, and cook them. There’s a lot of grey area in be
tween. You have to identify what type of restaurant you are. For 
example, is it better to buy prechopped pineapple or pay some
one to chop it? Is there room in your establishment to chop it? 
Does the quality of the product you can buy prechopped make 
a difference to the end customer?

The answer to a lot of these questions is “It depends.” The 
same is true for database technology: it depends. With managed 
database services, you know you’re getting a ton of performance 
and a reliable service with reduced operational headache.

Cloud Spanner is a borninthecloud database system that 
offers manageability you associate with cloudnative services, 
scalability you might associate with NoSQL databases, and 
schema and SQL you would associate with relational databases.

I want to say that’s awesome, but you’re describing a future 
without database administrators.

I’ll let Oracle answer this one. In a recent Forbes article (www.
forbes.com/sites/oracle/2018/01/15/3-essential-dba-career-
priorities-for-2018), Jeff Erickson of Oracle laid out three pri
orities for DBAs for 2018: 

1. Learn What Cloud Database Services Have to Offer

a. The cloud lets companies tap into new technology 
changes faster, since it doesn’t require a lengthy up
grade to add new features. DBAs can be the trailblazers 
guiding their companies to those new opportunities.

b. [Longtime database developer Martin] D’Souza’s ad
vice is to turn that dynamic on its head: “Be the one 
who knows what the cloud has to offer,” he says. “Your 
company could be thinking that an IT project will take 
months and tons of money, but you’ve done your 
homework and found a cloud service that will do the 
job for like five bucks a week. You can be seen as the 
person who saves time and money.”

“If you’re just moving your database instance from an on-premises 
server to the cloud, you’re not taking full advantage of what the cloud 

can offer. It’s the difference between ‘database as a service’ and 
‘database instance as a service.’”

Deepti Srivastava

http://www.forbes.com/sites/oracle/2018/01/15/3-essential-dba-career-priorities-for-2018
http://www.forbes.com/sites/oracle/2018/01/15/3-essential-dba-career-priorities-for-2018
http://www.forbes.com/sites/oracle/2018/01/15/3-essential-dba-career-priorities-for-2018
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2. Teach Developers What Database Can Do for Them
a. With the growing move to a DevOps style of software 

development, [Oracle master product manager Maria] 
Colgan sees the roles of the DBA and the application 
developer moving closer together.

3. Make Your Company’s Data Work in Emerging Tech nolo
gies
a. In essence, become a data administrator, not just a data

base administrator.
b. Think about IoT, data lakes, big data, analytics, and 

how to get there.

OK, I’m listening. Tell us more about the architecture of Google 
Cloud Spanner Database. Just don’t use phrases like “unprece-
dented scale” and “no-compromises” and “10X faster.”

Cloud Spanner is the Google Cloud Platform offering of 
Spanner, which is a Googlebuilt, globally distributed, strongly 
consistent database. For decades, developers have relied on tradi
tional databases with a relational data model and SQL semantics 
to build applications that meet business needs. Meanwhile, 
NoSQL solutions emerged that were great for scale and fast, 
efficient dataprocessing, but they didn’t meet the need for strong 
consistency. In 2007, faced with these two suboptimal choices 
that customers still grapple with today, a team of systems research
ers and engineers at Google set out to develop a globally distrib
uted database that could bridge this gap. In 2012, we published the 
Spanner research paper that described many of these innovations. 

Remarkably, Spanner achieves this combination of features 
without violating the CAP Theorem. Over the years, we’ve battle
tested Spanner internally with hundreds of different applications 
and petabytes of data across data centers around the world. At 
Google, Spanner supports tens of millions of queries per second 
and runs some of our most critical services.
So how does it work? 

The hard problem that Cloud Spanner solves is how to reduce 
ambiguity around when a transaction starts and completes. All 
distributed databases have this ambiguity, which is exacerbated 
by the physical distance separating the compute nodes in a cluster 
and the unreliability of different clocks across nodes. In a single
instance system, this problem doesn’t exist. You can just look at 
the clock on the wall and determine when something happened.

To solve this, Spanner relies on advanced atomic clocks and 
GPS satellites to make sure that when each compute node re
cords the time, these timestamps can be compared to one an
other. This comparison can happen externally to the system. 
That’s why we call the consistency guarantees that Cloud Spanner 
provides “externally consistent.”

Because the nodes can have a high level of confidence in their 
ability to timestamp changes to the database and transactions, the 
database can scale out across regions and continents. Being able to 
tell time isn’t enough if you can’t communicate expediently across 
physical geography, though. This is where Google’s network 
comes into play to route messages between nodes efficiently and 
quickly. Cloud Spanner truly is a fusion of hardware and software.

Cloud Spanner abstracts away much of the operational over
head of running a globally scalable database. You can get access 
to an instance in four clicks and scale that instance up or down 
just by saying how many nodes (a compute abstraction) you 
need. Storage scales as needed on demand. The system does a ton 

of optimizations on the back end to split data into partitions and 
make sure that the workload is distributed evenly. 

A Cloud Spanner database can contain one or more tables. 
These tables look like any other relational database table, in that 
they are structured with rows, columns, and values, and they 
contain primary keys. Data in Cloud Spanner is strongly typed: 
you must define a schema for each database and that schema 
must specify the data types of each column of each table. You can 
define multiple tables in a database, and you can optionally de
fine parentchild relationships between tables if you want Cloud 
Spanner to physically colocate their rows for efficient retrieval. 
These are called “interleaved tables.”
Wait a minute. Wait a minute. Aren’t interleaved tables exactly 
the same as Oracle clusters? Oracle has had them from the be-
ginning of time.

Interleaved tables in Google Cloud Spanner Database are 
conceptually similar to table clusters in Oracle Database, but the 
Oracle Database documentation states that table clusters are not 
appropriate if the tables are frequently updated or frequently re
quire a full table scan. Interleaved tables, on the other hand, are 
great for table scans and frequently updated tables.

Wait another doggone minute. Oracle has you beat on features. 
You don’t even have the INSERT statement.

Oracle wasn’t the database you know today after just one year 
of existence. Cloud Spanner has only been commercially avail
able to customers for a bit over a year. We are working hard to 
make sure all the features everyone knows and loves and expects 
are added as fast as possible. Top of that list are DML, more ro
bust monitoring, a better backup and restore solution, and finer
grained identity and access management. Editor’s Note: Cloud 
Spanner began supporting DML in October 2018.

The other important point is that we firmly believe (trigger 
warning) that application code belongs at the application layer 
and transactional logic belongs in the database. For example, 
Cloud Spanner will probably never have stored procedures. The 
new paradigm is that only transaction management belongs in 
the database. Everything else belongs elsewhere. For example, 
the database doesn’t do authentication and authorization any 
more—that’s done by Kerberos, and Radius, and Active Direc
tory.

But this is still a cloud service. Doesn’t everyone that works at 
Google have access to my data?

The storage system is virtualized and backed by a faulttoler
ant distributed file system that abstracts away the concept of 
disks and blocks. However, we have very strong security primi
tives to make sure data for a database is accessed only via the 
principals that are authorized to do so by the database adminis
trators.

Is Cloud Spanner a real thing that actually works for impor-
tant workloads or is it just a nice toy?

Back in the early days of AdWords, Google ran a massive, 
manually sharded MySQL database system. Each time the data
base needed to be resharded, it took longer and longer. At some 
point, that time became unacceptable, taking more than a year. 
Google set off on a path to create something better. That thing 
was Spanner. Spanner has been running mission critical work

(continued on page 26)
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S P E C I A L 
F E AT U R E

The Life of a Read and Write 
in Google Cloud Spanner

Spanner is a strongly consistent, distributed, scalable 
data base built by Google engineers to support some of 
Google’s most critical applications. It takes core ideas 
from the database and distributed systems communities 

and expands on them in new ways. Cloud Spanner exposes this 
internal Spanner service as a publicly available service on 
Google Cloud Platform.

Because Spanner must handle the demanding uptime and 
scale requirements imposed by Google’s critical business applica
tions, Google built Spanner from the ground up to be a widely 
distributed database: the service can span multiple machines and 
multiple datacenters and regions. Google leverages this distribu
tion to handle huge datasets and huge workloads while still 
maintaining very high availability. Google also aimed for Spanner 
to provide the same strict consistency guarantees provided by 
other enterprisegrade databases because it wanted to create a 
great experience for developers. It is much easier to reason about 
and write software for a database that supports strong consis
tency than for a database that only supports rowlevel consis
tency or entitylevel consistency—or has no consistency 
guarantees at all.

This articles describes how writes and reads work in Spanner 
and how Spanner ensures strong consistency.

Starting Points
There are some datasets that are too large to fit on a single 

machine. There are also scenarios where the dataset is small, but 
the workload is too heavy for one machine to handle. This means 
that we need to find a way of splitting our data into separate 
pieces that can be stored on multiple machines. Spanner’s ap
proach is to partition database tables into contiguous key ranges 
called “splits.” A single machine can serve multiple splits, and 
there is a fast lookup service for determining the machine(s) 
that serve a given key range. The details of how data is split and 
what machine(s) it resides on are transparent to Spanner users. 
The result is a system that can provide low latencies for both 
reads and writes, even under heavy workloads, at very large 
scale.

We also want to make sure that data is accessible despite fail
ures. To ensure this, Google replicates each split to multiple 
machines in distinct failure domains. Consistent replication to 
the different copies of the split is managed by the Paxos algo
rithm. In Paxos, as long as a majority of the voting replicas for 
the split are up, one of those replicas can be elected leader to 
process writes and allow other replicas to serve reads.

Spanner provides both read-only transactions and read-
write transactions. The former are the preferred transaction
type for operations (including SQL SELECT statements) that do 
not mutate your data. Readonly transactions still provide strong 

consistency and operate, by default, on the latest copy of your 
data. However, they are able to run without the need for any 
form of locking internally, which makes them faster and more 
scalable. Readwrite transactions are used for transactions that 
insert, update, or delete data, including transactions that per
form reads followed by a write. They are still highly scalable, but 
readwrite transactions introduce locking and must be orches
trated by Paxos leaders. Note that locking is transparent to 
Spanner clients.

Many previous distributed database systems have elected not 
to provide strong consistency guarantees because of the costly 
crossmachine communication that is usually required. Spanner 
is able to provide strongly consistent snapshots across the entire 
database using a Googledeveloped technology called TrueTime. 
Like the Flux Capacitor in a circa1985 time machine, TrueTime 
is what makes Spanner possible. It is an API that allows any ma
chine in Google datacenters to know the exact global time with 
a high degree of accuracy (that is, within a few milliseconds). 
This allows different Spanner machines to reason about the or
dering of transactional operations (and have that ordering match 
what the client has observed), often without any communication 
at all. Google had to outfit its datacenters with special hardware 
(atomic clocks) in order to make TrueTime work. The resulting 
time precision and accuracy is much higher than can be achieved 
by other protocols, such as NTP. In particular, Spanner assigns a 
timestamp to all reads and writes. A transaction at timestamp T1 
is guaranteed to reflect the results of all writes that happened 
before T1. If a machine wants to satisfy a read at T2, it must en
sure that its view of the data is up to date through at least T2. 
Because of TrueTime, this determination is usually very cheap. 
The protocols for ensuring consistency of the data are compli
cated, but they are discussed more in the original Spanner paper.

Aside: Distributed Filesystems
When you save a file on your laptop, the file is typically writ

ten to the hard drive on that laptop. But what happens if that 
hard drive breaks? Do you lose your file? Can your laptop save 
any more files (or even be used for anything) until that hard 
drive is fixed? These are some of the problems that distributed 
filesystems try to solve. Over a decade ago, Google created a 
system called Google File System (GFS) that addresses some of 
these problems. Files were replicated across multiple machines. 
If one machine went bad, other machines would still be available 
to serve reads and writes to the file. Google has made many ad
vances since GFS, but the fundamental concept remains the 
same: File storage is decoupled from the machines that create, 
read, update, and delete them. This enables the creation of more 
robust systems: a single bad disk cannot result in the loss or cor
ruption of data. The combination of Spanner’s Paxosbased rep
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lication and the robustness of the underlying distributed file 
system provides extremely good data reliability.

In order to guarantee the durability of writes, Spanner trans
actions commit by writing mutations to at least a majority of the 
replicas of the affected splits, and the machines hosting those 
splits write these mutations durably in a distributed filesystem. 
Spanner is a “shared nothing” architecture (which provides high 
scalability), but because any server in a cluster can read from this 
distributed filesystem, it can recover quickly from wholema
chine failures. Because Google owns the entire softwarehard
ware stack for Spanner, it is able to make additional optimizations 
to ensure maximum performance and robustness. For example, 
all Spanner machines employ batterybacked RAM, so that 
writes can be synced to disk even in the (unlikely) event of data
center power loss. This also allows the filesystem to acknowledge 
writes without waiting for the latency of writing to disk.

Practical examples
Let’s examine a few practical examples to see how it all works:

CREATE TABLE ExampleTable (
  Id INT64 NOT NULL,
  Value STRING(MAX),
) PRIMARY KEY(Id);

In this example, we have a table with a simple integer primary 
key.

Split       KeyRange
0           [-8,3)
1           [3,224)
2           [224,712)
3           [712,717)
4           [717,1265)
5           [1265,1724)
6           [1724,1997)
7           [1997,2456)
8           [2456,∞)

Given the schema for ExampleTable above, the primary key 
space is partitioned into splits. For example: if there is a row in 
ExampleTable with an Id of 3700, it will live in Split 8. As de
tailed above, Split 8 itself is replicated across multiple machines.

In this example Spanner instance, the customer has five nodes 
and the instance is replicated across three zones. The nine splits 
are numbered 08, with Paxos leaders for each split being darkly 
shaded. The splits also have replicas in each zone (lightly shad
ed). The distribution of splits among the nodes may be different 
in each zone, and the Paxos leaders do not all reside in the same 
zone. This flexibility helps Spanner to be more robust to certain 
kinds of load profiles and failure modes.

Single-Node Write
Let’s say the client wants to insert a new row
 into ExampleTable.

 1. The API Layer looks up the split that owns the key range 
containing 7. It lives in Split 1.

 2. The API Layer sends the write request to the leader of Split 
1.

 3. The leader begins a transaction.
 4. The leader attempts to get a write lock on the row Id=7. 

This is a local operation. If another concurrent readwrite 
transaction is currently reading this row, then the other 
transaction has a read lock and the current transaction 
blocks until it can acquire the write lock. 
a. It is possible that transaction A is waiting for a lock 

held by transaction B, and transaction B is waiting for 
a lock held by transaction A. Since neither transaction 
releases any lock until it acquires all locks, this can lead 
to deadlock. Spanner uses a standard “woundwait” 
deadlock prevention algorithm to ensure that transac
tions make progress. In particular, a “younger” transac
tion will wait for a lock held by an “older” transaction, 
but an “older” transaction will “wound” (abort) a 
younger transaction holding a lock requested by the 
older transaction. Therefore we never have deadlock 
cycles of lock waiters.

5. Once the lock is acquired, the leader assigns a timestamp 
to the transaction based on TrueTime. 
a. This timestamp is guaranteed to be greater than that of 

any previously committed transaction that touched the 
data. This is what ensures that the order of transactions 
(as perceived by the client) matches the order of chang
es to the data.

 6. The leader tells the Split 1 replicas about the transaction 
and its timestamp. Once a majority of those replicas have 
stored the transaction mutation in stable storage (in the 
distributed filesystem), the transaction commits. This en
sures that the transaction is recoverable, even if there is a 
failure in a minority of machines. (The replicas don’t yet 
apply the mutations to their copy of the data.)

 7. The leader waits until it can be sure that the transaction’s 
timestamp has passed in real time; this typically requires a 
few milliseconds so that we can wait out any uncertainty 
in the TrueTime timestamp. This is what ensures strong 
consistency: once a client has learned the outcome of a 
transaction, it is guaranteed that all other readers will see 
the transaction’s effects. This “commit wait” typically over
laps with the replica communication in the step above, so 
its actual latency cost is minimal.

 8. The leader replies to the client to say that the transaction 
has been committed, optionally reporting the commit 
timestamp of the transaction.

 9. In parallel to replying to the client, the transaction muta
tions are applied to the data.
a. The leader applies the mutations to its copy of the data 

and then releases its transaction locks.

(7, "Seven")
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b. The leader also informs the other Split 1 replicas to 
apply the mutation to their copies of the data.

c. Any readwrite or readonly transaction that should 
see the effects of the mutations waits until the muta
tions are applied before attempting to read the data. 
For readwrite transactions, this is enforced because 
the transaction must take a read lock. For readonly 
transactions, this is enforced by comparing the read’s 
timestamp with that of the latest applied data.

All of this typically happens in a handful of milliseconds. This 
write is the cheapest kind of write done by Spanner, since a single 
split is involved.

Multi-Split Write
If multiple splits are involved, an extra layer of coordination 

(using the standard two-phase commit algorithm) is necessary.
Let’s say the table contains four thousand rows:

1 "one"
2 "two"
... ...
4000 "four thousand"

And, let’s say the client wants to read the value for row 1000 
and write a value to rows 2000, 3000, and 4000 within a transac
tion. This will be executed within a readwrite transaction as 
follows:
 1. The client begins a readwrite transaction, t.
 2. The client issues a read request for row 1000 to the API 

Layer and tags it as part of t.
 3. The API Layer looks up the split that owns the key 1000. 

It lives in Split 4.
 4. The API Layer sends a read request to the leader of Split 4 

and tags it as part of t.
 5. The leader of Split 4 attempts to get a read lock on the row 

Id=1000. This is a local operation. If another concurrent 
transaction has a write lock on this row, the current trans
action blocks until it can acquire the lock. However, this 
read lock does not prevent other transactions from getting 
read locks.
a. As in the single node case, deadlock is prevented via 

“woundwait.”
 6. The leader looks up the value for Id 1000 (“One Thousand”) 

and returns the read result to the client.
Later . . .

 7. The client issues a Commit request for transaction t. This 
commit request contains 3 mutations: ([2000, "Dos 
Mil"],[3000, "Tres Mil"], and [4000, "Quatro Mil"]).
a. All of the splits involved in a transaction become par-

ticipants in the transaction. In this case, Split 4 
(which served the read for key 1000), Split 7 (which 
will handle the mutation for key 2000) and Split 8 
(which will handle the mutations for key 3000 and 
key 4000) are participants.

 8. One participant becomes the coordinator. In this case 
perhaps the leader for Split 7 becomes the coordinator. 
The job of the coordinator is to make sure the transaction 

either commits or aborts atomically across all participants 
(that is, it will not commit at one participant and abort at 
another).
a. The work done by participants and coordinators is 

actually done by the leader machines of those splits.
 9. Participants acquire locks. (This is the first phase of two

phase commit.)
a. Split 7 acquires a write lock on key 2000.
b. Split 8 acquires a write lock on key 3000 and key 

4000.
c. Split 4 verifies that it still holds a read lock on key 

1000 (in other words, that the lock was not lost due to 
a machine crash or the woundwait algorithm).

d. Each participant split records its set of locks by repli
cating them to (at least) a majority of split replicas. 
This ensures the locks can remain held even across 
server failures.

e. If all the participants successfully notify the coordina
tor that their locks are held, the overall transaction 
can commit. This ensures that there is a point in time 
in which all the locks needed by the transaction are 
held, and this point in time becomes the commit 
point of the transaction, ensuring that we can prop
erly order the effects of this transaction against other 
transactions that came before or after.

f. It is possible that locks cannot be acquired (for ex
ample, if we learn that there might be a deadlock via 
the woundwait algorithm). If any participant says it 
cannot commit the transaction, the whole transaction 
aborts.

 10. If all participants and the coordinator successfully acquire 
locks, the coordinator (Split 7) decides to commit the 
transaction. It assigns a timestamp to the transaction based 
on TrueTime.
a. This commit decision, as well as the mutations for key 

2000, are replicated to the members of Split 7. Once a 
majority of the Split 7 replicas record the commit de
cision to stable storage, the transaction is committed.

 11. The coordinator communicates the transaction outcome 
to all of the participants. (This is the second phase of two
phase commit.)
a. Each participant leader replicates the commit deci

sion to the replicas of the participant split.
 12. If the transaction committed, the coordinator and all of 

the participants apply the mutations to the data.
a. As in the single node case, subsequent readers of data 

at the coordinator or participants must wait until data 
is applied.

 13. The coordinator leader replies to the client to say that the 
transaction has been committed, optionally returning the 
commit timestamp of the transaction
a. As in the single node case, the outcome is communi

cated to the client after a commit wait, in order to 
ensure strong consistency.
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All of this typically happens in a handful of milliseconds, 
though typically a few more than in the single node case because 
of the extra crosssplit coordination.

Strong Read (Multi-Node)
Let’s say the client wants to read all rows where Id >= 0 and 

Id < 700 as part of a readonly transaction.
 1. The API Layer looks up the splits that own any keys in the 

range [0, 700). These rows are owned by Split 0, Split 
1, and Split 2.

 2. Since this is a strong read across multiple machines, the 
API Layer will pick the read timestamp by using the cur
rent TrueTime. This ensures that both reads return data 
from the same snapshot of the database. 
a. Other types of reads, such as stale reads, also pick a 

timestamp to read at (but the timestamp may be in the 
past).

 3. The API Layer sends the read request to some replica of 
Split 0, some replica of Split 1, and some replica of Split 2. 
It also includes the readtimestamp it has selected in the 
step above. At this point, there are three things that could 
happen: 
a. In many cases, each replica knows from its internal 

state and TrueTime that it is caught up enough to 
serve the read, and the replica does so.

b. In some cases, a replica is not sure if it has seen the 
latest data. It makes an RPC to the leader to ask for the 
timestamp of the last transaction it needs to apply in 
order to serve the read. Once that transaction is ap
plied, the read can proceed.

c. The replica may (by luck) be the leader itself. Since the 
leader is always up to date, the read can proceed di
rectly.

 4. The results from the replicas are combined and returned 
to the client (through the API Layer).

Note that reads do not acquire any locks in readonly transac
tions. And because reads can potentially be served by any upto
date replica of a given split, the read throughput of the system is 
potentially very high. If the client is able to tolerate reads that are 
at least ten seconds stale, read throughput can be even higher. 
Because the leader typically updates the replicas with the latest 
safe timestamp every ten seconds, reads at a stale timestamp can 
avoid step 3.b.

Aside: Locking in Spanner
Usually, write locks in databases are exclusive—only one 

writer at a time is allowed to update data. This prevents data cor
ruption by preventing race conditions on the same data. However, 
it limits throughput, since only one transaction at a time can 
make progress. In Spanner, we are able to leverage the time
stamps assigned to transactions to allow write locks to be shared 
in many cases. In particular, for blind writes (writing data with
out previously reading it in the same transaction) in a single split 
transaction, we can allow multiple transactions writing the same 
data to proceed in parallel. Because the timestamps assigned 
from TrueTime to each write are guaranteed to be different, we 
avoid race conditions—data at different timestamps is applied 

separately and in order of timestamp, avoiding data corruption. 
This has been found to be a significant throughput win for blind
writes done to Spanner by Google’s internal systems.

Aside: What’s the Catch? Don’t powerful database primitives 
come at a performance cost?

One principle Spanner tries to adhere to is “you don’t pay 
(performancewise) for what you don’t use.” An example of this 
is Spanner’s concurrency guarantees: while Spanner uses multi
ple mechanisms to ensure strong consistency, an application 
doesn’t pay for the mechanisms it doesn’t use. Spanner imple
ments twophase commit (2PC) for transactions that span splits, 

but a transaction to a single split bypasses 2PC and uses a sim
pler, faster protocol. “Strong” reads of the latest data may spend 
some latency verifying whether a replica is up to date enough, 
but a read that can be satisfied with stale data does not pay this 
latency. Another example is range sharding. Applications that do 
range scans can use this layout to get high performance. But 
some applications don’t need range scans, and if those applica
tions don’t want to worry about the performance cost of potential 
rowrange hotspots, they can put a hash value in their primary 
key, effectively causing Spanner to use hash sharding. In general, 
Spanner has been designed to offer powerful tools to application 
builders but to give those builders a high degree of control over 
any tradeoffs between powerful functionality and performance.

Conclusion
Traditionally, designers of distributed database systems have 

found that strong transactional guarantees are expensive because 
of all the crossmachine communication that is required. Spanner 
has focused on reducing the cost of transactions in order to make 
them feasible at scale and despite distribution. A key reason this 
works is TrueTime, which reduces crossmachine communica
tion for many types of coordination. Beyond that, careful engi
neering and performance tuning has resulted in a system that is 
highly performant even while providing strong guarantees. 
Within Google, this has been found to make it significantly eas
ier to develop applications on Spanner compared to other data
base systems with weaker guarantees. When application 
developers don’t have to worry about race conditions or inconsis
tencies in their data, they can focus on what they really care 
about—building and shipping a great application. s

This article is based on work created and shared by Google (at 
https://cloud.google.com/spanner/docs/whitepapers/life-of-
reads-and-writes) and used according to terms described in the 
Creative Commons 3.0 Attribution License and the Apache 2.0 
License.

“When application developers don’t 
have to worry inconsistencies in 

their data, they can focus on 
building a great application.”

https://cloud.google.com/spanner/docs/whitepapers/life-of-reads-and-writes
https://cloud.google.com/spanner/docs/whitepapers/life-of-reads-and-writes
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Bringing the Google Spanner architecture to life in the 
world of opensource, cloudnative infrastructure—
while retaining highperformance characteristics—
has been an exciting engineering journey. Adding to 

the process was the opportunity to reuse and extend a mature 
SQL layer such as that of PostgreSQL. The proverbial “kid in the 
candy store” feeling is very real for us.

Logical Architecture
YugaByte DB is composed of two logical layers, each of which 

is a distributed service that runs on multiple nodes (or pods, in 
the case of Kubernetes).

YugaByte Query Layer (YQL) forms the upper layer of 
YugaByte DB that applications interact with using client drivers. 
YQL deals with the APIspecific aspects (such as query compila
tion, data type representations, and builtin functions). It is built 
with extensibility in mind and supports two APIs: YugaByte SQL 
(YSQL), which is PostgreSQL compatible, and YugaByte Cloud 
QL (YCQL), with Cassandra QL roots.

DocDB, a Google Spanner–inspired highperformance dis
tributed document store, serves as the lower layer. It offers strong 
consistency semantics, including singlerow linearizability, as 
well as multirow ACID transactions (with snapshot isolation 
currently and serializable isolation in the near future). It is 
highly resistant to various kinds of failures, having successfully 
undergone Jepsen testing.

Google Spanner as Inspiration for DocDB
To power its geodistributed, randomaccess OLTP work

loads (think Gmail, Calendar, AdWords, Google Play, and 
more), Google built Spanner, arguably the world’s first globally 
consistent database. Even though it was first introduced to the 
world in 2012 as a design paper, work on Spanner started in 
2007. Initially, Spanner offered only a keyvalue API, along with 
support for distributed transactions, external consistency, and 
transparent failover across data centers. Since then it has evolved 
into a globally distributed, SQLbased RDBMS that today under
pins almost every missioncritical service at Google. A subset of 
the Spanner system was made publicly available in 2017 on the 
Google Cloud Platform as a proprietary managed service called 
Google Cloud Spanner.

DocDB’s sharding, replication, and transactions designs are 
inspired by the designs outlined in the Spanner papers. The most 
important benefit of this choice is that no single component of 

the database can become a performance or availability bottle
neck for geodistributed, randomaccess, SQLbased OLTP 
workloads. Transactional database designs proposed in other 
papers, such as Yale’s Calvin, Amazon’s Aurora, and Google’s 
Percolator, cannot guarantee this benefit. The single global con
sensus leader used for transaction processing in Calvin can itself 
become the bottleneck. Additionally, critical SQL constructs 
such as longrunning session transactions and highperfor
mance secondary indexes are not possible in Calvin. Amazon’s 
Aurora uses a monolithic SQL layer on top of a distributed stor
age layer, thus suffering from a lack of horizontal write scalabil
ity. Finally, Google’s primary rationale for building Spanner was 
to address the lack of lowlatency distributed transactions in 
Percolator.

How DocDB Works
Data in DocDB is stored in tables. Each table is composed of 

rows, and each row contains a key and a document. DocDB is 
built around four major design principles: 

➤ Transparent sharding of tables

➤ Replication of shard data

➤ Transactions across shards (aka distributed transactions)

➤ Documentbased persistence of rows 

As highlighted in the previous section, the first three design 
principles are inspired by the Spanner architecture, while the 
final principle is key to ensuring a flexible, highperformance 
storage system.

Transparent Sharding of Tables
User tables are implicitly managed as multiple shards by 

DocDB. These shards are referred to as “tablets.” The primary 
key for each row in the table uniquely determines the tablet that 
the row lives in. There are different strategies for partitioning the 
data into tablets, two of which are outlined below.

A hashbased data partitioning scheme computes the parti
tion ID for each row. This is achieved by computing a hash value 
of the table’s primary key columns (or a subset thereof). This 
strategy results in an even distribution of data and queries across 
a cluster of nodes. It is ideal for applications requiring low laten
cies, high throughput, and the ability to handle large datasets. 
However, this scheme does not work well for range queries, 
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where applications want to list all keys or values between a lower 
and an upper boundary.

You can see an example of this partition scheme in the figure 
below. The partition that each row falls into is denoted by a 
unique color. Thus, we are partitioning the 7row table below 
into three tablets, each row falling into a random partition.

A rangebased data partitioning scheme partitions the table in 
the natural order of the primary key. This strategy allows applica
tions to perform efficient range queries, where the applications 
want to look up all values between a lower and an upper bound. 
However, this scheme may result in an uneven split of the data, 
which needs frequent dynamic repartitioning of tablets. Further, 
depending on the access pattern, this scheme may not be able to 
balance queries evenly across all nodes.

DocDB currently supports the hash partitioning scheme, 
with rangepartitioning support actively in the works.

Replication of Shards—Single-Row Linearizability
DocDB replicates the data in each tablet across multiple 

nodes, making the tablets fault tolerant. Each replica of a tablet is 
called a tablet “peer.” Fault tolerance (FT) is the maximum num
ber of node failures a tablet can survive while continuing to 
preserve the correctness of the data. The replication factor (RF) 
is the number of copies of data in a YugaByte DB universe. FT 
and RF are highly correlated—to survive k faults, the RF should 
be configured to 2k+1.

As a strongly consistent database core, DocDB’s replication 
model makes singlekey updates linearizable even in the pres
ence of failures. Linearizability is one of the strongest singlekey 
consistency models and implies that every operation appears to 
take place atomically and in some total linear order that is con
sistent with the realtime ordering of those operations.

Tablet data is replicated across the various tablet peers using a 
distributed consensus algorithm. A consensus algorithm allows a 
set of machines to agree on a sequence of values, even if some of 
those machines may fail. Raft and Paxos are wellknown distrib
uted consensus algorithms and have been formally proven to be 
safe. Spanner uses Paxos. However, we chose Raft because it is 

easier to understand than Paxos and offers critical features such 
as the ability to dynamically change membership.

Leader Leases
The most straightforward way to implement a faulttolerant 

distributed storage system would be to implement it as a Repli
cated State Machine over one of the distributed consensus algo
rithms discussed above. Every operation on the state machine 
would go through the consensus module to ensure that all the 
replicas of the state machine agree on the operations and the 
order in which they would be applied.

Most practical systems, however, such as Paxos Made Live 
and Paxos Made Simple, do slightly better by only requiring 
write operations to go through the consensus module while al
lowing read operations to be served by the leader of the Raft 
group, which would be guaranteed to have all the uptodate 
values. Since different peers in the Raft group could possibly be 
operating in different terms (with different leaders) it is possible 
that multiple peers could consider themselves to be the leader 
(for different terms) simultaneously. To ensure that the system is 
only allowed to read the value from the leader corresponding to 
the latest term, the Raft paper suggests that before responding to 
a read operation, the leader shall communicate with a majority 
of peers to confirm leadership for the latest term.

The main disadvantage of this approach is that read perfor
mance may suffer, especially in geodistributed clusters. YugaByte 
DB overcomes this performance limitation by using leader leas
es, which is an alternative way to ensure that reads will only be 
served by the latest leader. This ensures that you can read data 
from the leader without round trips to any of the other nodes. 
The leader lease mechanism guarantees that at any point in time 
there is at most one server in any tablet’s Raft group that consid
ers itself to be an uptodate leader that is allowed to serve con
sistent reads or accept write requests. In other words, without 
leader leases, stale reads can occur, since an old leader that got 
partitioned away may serve a consistent read request, thinking it 
still is the leader.

With leader leases, a newly elected leader cannot serve reads 
(or accept writes) until it has acquired a leader lease. During a 
leader election, a voter must propagate to the new candidate it is 
voting for the longest remaining duration time of an old leader 
known to that voter. Upon receiving a majority of votes, the new 
leader must wait out the old leader’s lease duration before it con
siders itself as having the lease. The old leader, upon the expira
tion of its leader lease, steps down and no longer functions as a 
leader. The new leader continuously extends its leader lease as a 
part of the Raft replication.

Note that leader leases do not rely on any kind of clock syn
chronization or atomic clocks, as only time intervals are sent 
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over the network. Each server operates in terms of its local 
monotonic clock. These are the only two requirements for the 
clock implementation:

➤ Bounded monotonic clock drift rate between different 
servers. For example, if we use the standard Linux as
sumption of less than 500µs per second drift rate, we could 
account for it by multiplying all delays mentioned above 
by 1.001.

➤ The monotonic clock does not freeze. For example, if we’re 
running on a VM that freezes temporarily, the hypervisor 
needs to refresh the VM’s clock from the hardware clock 
when it starts running again.

Transactions Across Shards—Multi-Row Distributed 
Transactions

Distributed ACID transactions modify multiple rows in more 
than one shard. DocDB supports distributed transactions, en
abling features such as strongly consistent secondary indexes and 
multitable/row ACID operations.

Let’s take an example and look at the architecture in the con
text of this example. Here is a simple distributed transaction that 
updates two keys, k1 and k2:

BEGIN TRANSACTION
    UPDATE k1
    UPDATE k2
COMMIT

We already know from the previous sections that (in general) 
these keys could belong to two different tablets—each of which 
has its own Raft group that could live on a separate set of nodes. 
The problem now boils down to updating two separate Raft 
groups atomically. Updating two Raft groups atomically requires 
that the leaders of the two groups (which accept the writes and 
reads for these keys) agree on the following:

➤ The keys should be readable to the end user at the same 
physical time

➤ Once the write operation is acknowledged as a success, the 
keys should be readable

Note that we are not yet talking about handling conflicts, 
which are overlapped partial updates from another transaction.

Making an update across two nodes at the same physical time 
requires a clock that can synchronize time across nodes, which is 
not an easy task. TrueTime, used by Google Spanner, is an ex
ample of a highly available, globally synchronized clock with 
tight error bounds. However, such clocks are not available in 

many deployments. Regularly available physical time clocks can
not be perfectly synchronized across nodes and hence cannot 
provide ordering across nodes.

Removing the Need for TrueTime with Raft and Hybrid 
Logical Clocks (HLC)

Instead of TrueTime, DocDB uses a combination of Raft op
eration IDs and Hybrid Logical Clocks (HLCs). HLC combines 
physical time clocks that are coarsely synchronized (using NTP) 
with Lamport clocks that track causal relationships. Each node in 
the cluster first computes its HLC. HLC is represented as a 
(physical time component, logical component) tuple, as shown 
in the figure below. The finergrained ordering of events within 
a coarsely synchronized physical time interval is achieved with a 
monotonically increasing counter.

Once HLCs are available on each node, DocDB exploits the 
fact that Raft operation IDs and HLC timestamps (both of which 
are issued by the tablet leader) are strictly monotonic sequences. 
Thus, YugaByte DB first establishes a onetoone correlation 
between the Raft operation ID (comprising a term and an index) 
and the corresponding HLC at that time on that tablet’s Raft 
leader (comprising a physical time component and a logical 
component) by writing both values against each entry into the 
Raft log.

Thus, the HLC can be leveraged as a proxy for the Raft opera
tion ID. The HLCs in a cluster act as a distributed, global clock 
that is coarsely synchronized across independent Raft groups. 
This would not be possible with just Raft operation IDs. Thus, 
we now have a notion of physical time that independent nodes 
can agree on.

The second part of the problem is when the nodes should 
serve reads. This is accomplished by using HLC to track the read 
point as well. The read point determines which updates should 
be visible to end clients. In the case of singlerow updates, the 
leader issues an HLC value to the update. An update that has 
been safely replicated onto a majority of nodes per the Raft pro
tocol can be acknowledged as successful to the client, and it is 
safe to serve all reads up to that HLC. This forms the foundation 
for multiversion concurrency control (MVCC) in DocDB.

For distributed transactions, nodes write a transaction record 
in the pending state and provisional records. This is covered in 
detail in a separate article on how distributed transactions work 
in YugaByte DB. When the transaction record gets updated to 
the committed state, the transaction will be assigned a commit 
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HLC. When that HLC value becomes safe to serve to clients, the 
transaction becomes visible to end clients atomically. Note that 
the exact algorithm to determine the safe time up to which reads 
can be served is more involved and, by itself, is a topic for an en
tirely new article.

Document-Based Persistence of Rows
In the previous section we looked at how the data in each 

tablet is replicated with strong consistency while being fault tol
erant. The next step is to persist it in each tablet peer’s local 
document store in a manner that is highly efficient for reads and 
writes. DocDB local store uses a highly customized version of 
RocksDB, a logstructured merge tree (LSM)based keyvalue 
store. We enhanced RocksDB significantly in order to achieve 
scale and performance.

How exactly does a document get persisted in DocDB? Let’s 
look at an example document:

DocumentKey1 = {
        SubKey1 = {
                SubKey2 = Value1
                SubKey3 = Value2
        },
        SubKey4 = Value3
}

In this example, the document key, called the “DocKey,” has 
the value DocumentKey1. For each document key there is a vari
able number of subkeys. In our example above, the subkeys for 
the document are SubKey1, SubKey1.SubKey2, SubKey1.
SubKey3 and SubKey4. Each of these subkeys is encoded accord
ing to the following serialization format:

The bytebuffer that results from serializing one or more 
documents is prefixcompressed in order to make it efficient to 
store in memory (blockcache) or on disk (files). DocDB sup
ports the following operations with high efficiency:

➤ Replacing an entire document
➤ Updating a subset of attributes from a document
➤ Querying for an entire document or for just a subset of 

attributes
➤ Compareandset operations within a document
➤ Scanning within a document or across documents
Every row in a SQL table corresponds to a document in 

DocDB. Since DocDB allows finegrained updates and lookups 

of individual document attributes, the columns of a row in the 
SQL table can be updated and queried very efficiently. The de
tails of how this works will be covered in a subsequent article.

YSQL, Distributed PostgreSQL Made Real
YugaByte SQL (YSQL) is a distributed and highly resilient 

SQL layer, running across multiple nodes. It is compatible with 
the SQL dialect and wire protocol of PostgreSQL. This means 
that developers familiar with PostgreSQL can fully reuse their 
knowledge (and the standard PostgreSQL client drivers) to build 
an application powered by YSQL.

YSQL essentially transforms the monolithic PostgreSQL data
base into a DocDBpowered distributed database. To accomplish 
this, it reuses the opensource PostgreSQL’s query layer (written 
in C) as much as possible.

Early on we set the following design goals for YSQL:

➤ Reuse the opensource, mature, and featurerich 
PostgreSQL query layer.

➤ Preserve existing PostgreSQL functionality and extend as 
necessary.

➤ Enable migrations to newer versions of PostgreSQL by 
implementing features in a modular approach.

Relentless execution toward the above goals has paid rich 
dividends. YSQL now supports a wider range of existing 
PostgreSQL functionality than we had originally expected. This 
is evident from the v1.2 feature matrix, illustrated by the follow
ing examples:

➤ DDL statements: CREATE, DROP, and TRUNCATE 
tables

➤ Data types: All primitive types including numeric types 
(integers and floats), text data types, byte arrays, datetime 
types, UUID, and SERIAL, as well as JSONB

➤ DML statements: Most statements such as INSERT, 
UPDATE, SELECT, and DELETE. The bulk of core SQL 
functionality now supported includes JOINs, WHERE 
clauses, GROUP BY, ORDER BY, LIMIT, OFFSET, and 
SEQUENCES

➤ Transactions: ABORT, ROLLBACK, BEGIN, END, and 
COMMIT

➤ Expressions: A rich set of PostgreSQL builtin functions 
and operators

➤ Other features: VIEWs, EXPLAIN, PREPAREBIND
EXECUTE, and JDBC support

As for the design goal of migrating to newer versions, YSQL 
started with the PostgreSQL v10.4 and recently rebased to 
PostgreSQL v11.2 in a matter of weeks!
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How YSQL Works
YSQL internals can be categorized into four distinct areas:

➤ System catalog management

➤ User table management

➤ The read and write I/O Path

➤ Mapping SQL tables to a document store

The next sections detail each of the above areas. Before diving 
into the details, here’s a quick recap of DocDB from the first post 
of this series:

➤ Every table in DocDB has the same schema: one key maps 
to one document.

➤ As a distributed database, it replicates data on each write.

➤ It offers singlekey linearizability and multikey snapshot 
isolation (serializable isolation is in the works).

➤ It includes native support for secondary indexes on any 
document attribute.

➤ It features efficient querying and updating a subset of at
tributes of any document.

System Catalog Management
The PostgreSQL documentation on system catalogs says that 

the system catalogs are regular tables where schema metadata 
is stored, such as information about tables and columns, and 
internal bookkeeping information. The initdb code path in 
PostgreSQL—which is completely different from the code path 
that deals with user tables—creates and initializes system catalog 
tables. So, in order to make a distributed SQL database with no 
single points of failure, it is essential to replicate these system 
catalogs.

 1. Initialize system catalog through initdb
When YSQL starts up for the first time, a modified initdb 

executes and creates the system catalog (a replicated, singletab
let system catalog table) in DocDB. This is shown in the figure 
above.

The system catalog tablets in DocDB form a Raft group, 
which replicates data onto a set of nodes and can tolerate failures. 
In the figure above, the system catalog tablet leader is shown 
with a solid border, while the followers are shown with a dotted 
border. This ensures that PostgreSQL can still rely on the familiar 
system catalog in order to function.

 2. Ready to serve apps
Once the system catalogs are created, YSQL can be used by 

applications. Since the data is replicated across nodes and per
sisted on disk, initdb is not needed on subsequent restarts of the 
cluster.

User Table Management
Now that the YSQL cluster is up and running, let’s consider 

the scenario when a user creates a table. This happens in the fol
lowing four steps:

 1. Parse and analyze the query.
Just as with PostgreSQL, the query is received by a Postgre SQL 

server process, which parses, analyzes, and executes the query.

 2. Route query to tablet leader of DocDB system catalog.
In the case of a regular PostgreSQL database, the execution 

phase would add entries to the system catalog tables and create 
some directories and files on the local filesystem. In the case of 
YSQL, this update to the system catalog is sent to the tablet 
leader of the distributed system catalog table in DocDB.

 3. Replicate system catalog entry across nodes in DocDB.
The tablet leader of the distributed system catalog table in 

DocDB is responsible for replicating the update to the followers. 
This is done using Raft consensus, which ensures that the update 
is linearizable even in the presence of faults.

 4. Create user table in DocDB.
Now that the entry has been persisted in the system catalog, 

the next step of the execution phase is to create a distributed 
DocDB table. This involves creating a number of tablets (which 
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have replicas) across a set of nodes. This is shown in the follow
ing diagram:

Once the above steps are complete, the table is ready to use.

Read/Write I/O Path
The read and write I/O paths are quite similar. Let us under

stand the write I/O path, which involves replication of data in 
DocDB. The read I/O path is similar, except for the last step, 
which can serve data directly from the leader of the tablet in 
DocDB.

 1. Parse and analyze the query.
Just as with PostgreSQL, the PostgreSQL server process re

ceives the query. It then goes through the parser, analyzer, plan
ner, and executor. Some of the planning, analysis, and execution 
steps are different, however, in order to accommodate a distrib
uted database instead of the local store.

 2. Route the insert to the tablet leader.
The SQL insert statement may end up updating a single row 

or multiple rows. Although DocDB can handle both cases na
tively, these two cases are detected and handled differently to 
improve the performance of YSQL. Single row inserts are routed 
directly to the tablet leader that owns the primary key of that 
row. Inserts affecting multiple rows are sent to a global transac
tion manager, which performs a distributed transaction. The 
singlerow insert case is shown below.

 3. Replicate the write through Raft.
In the of singlerow inserts, the tablet leader replicates the 

data onto the followers using the Raft protocol. This simpler case 

is shown below. In the case of multirow inserts, the global trans
action manager writes multiple records (transaction status re
cords, provisional records, etc.) across tablets (often on different 
nodes). Each of these writes is replicated using Raft consensus. 
The hybrid logical clock (HLC) tracking in the cluster serves as 
a coarsely synchronized, highly available global clock to coordi
nate writes. This results in the writes being fault tolerant, with a 
highperformance system.

Mapping SQL Tables to Documents
Each user table in YSQL maps to a corresponding DocDB 

table with multiple tablets. The YSQL tables come with their own 
schemas, while all the DocDB tables have the same schema, 
which is shown below. The actual schema enforcement is done 
using table schema metadata.

DocKey → { Document Value }

The combined set of primary key column values is used to 
construct the DocKey above. Each of the value columns (non
primary key columns) is mapped to one attribute in the Docu
ment Value above.

The various YSQL constructs are mapped to suitable DocDB 
equivalents. This is shown in the table below.

So how does this look in practice? Let’s take an example. 
Consider the following rather simple table:

CREATE TABLE msgs (
    user_id INT,
    msg_id  INT,
    subject TEXT
    msg     TEXT,
PRIMARY KEY (user_id, msg_id);

This will correspond to a DocDB table that has a document 
key to value schema. Now, let’s perform the following insert at 
time T1.

T1: INSERT INTO msgs (user_id, msg_id, subject, msg)
      VALUES ('user1', 10, 'hello', 'hello world');

This will get translated into the following entries in the 
DocDB table.

(continued on page 27)
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Summary
This book covers a lot of information regarding AWS. I’m 

confident that it would help anyone preparing for the AWS 
Certified Solutions Architect exam.

Foreword
This study guide, prepared by AWS solutions architects who 

wrote and reviewed exam questions for the AWS Certified Solu
tions Architect exams, was created to help readers prepare for the 
AWS Certified Solutions Architect – Associate exam. 

Introduction
Studying for this test—or any certification test—can seem 

overwhelming. We are told that the material presented will 
round out a cloud practitioner’s handson experiences with AWS, 
which indicates that the authors think you need handson expe
rience to pass the exam. On the other hand, I’ve read that same 
caveat many times for other exams and have passed those where 
I did not have a lot of practical experience. In fact, most of my 
experience in the real world of production support doesn’t usu
ally apply to passing a certification exam.

What you see in the real world is detailed and contextspecif
ic. It’s not what the software vendor wants to tell you because it 
doesn’t fit the narrative of promoting their products and servic
es. In my opinion, if you don’t have a lot of realworld experience, 
you may actually have a better chance of passing any certification 
exam. You simply haven’t seen all the ways the software can fail. 
You aren’t burdened with having seen the complexities of a mod
ern enterprise software system (aka a huge unsupportable mess), 
so you can learn the idealized product as it will be presented on 
the certification exam.

Each chapter is described and we are told about the Interactive 
Online Learning Environment and the Test Bank, which have 
sample tests and flashcards to provide more ways to prepare for 
the exam.

An Objective Map is provided, mapping the sections in each 
chapter against the objectives of the exams. 

Assessment Test
I took this test and I gave it a serious effort . . . and I couldn’t 

answer any of the questions correctly. Note that many of the 
questions are multiple choice and you have to select more than 

one of the multiple answers to get full credit. I was able to guess 
one or more of the correct answers for some questions, but I 
wasn’t able to guess all of the correct answers for any of the ques
tions.

Chapter 1—Introduction to AWS
Yes, instantly spin up servers, but that is not the same as in

stantly spinning up business processes or resources.
Less capital, okay, sure, but what about the cost to your busi

ness when your cloud provider goes down? This risk and its cost 
need to be discussed when looking at the savings.

Aggregated for savings, yes, but you are sharing with thou
sands of customers. Do you want to fly economy from SFO to 
London? You save and you share all kinds of stuff with many 
other customers.

Increased agility, but who goes back and removes all the serv
ers that are no longer needed?

Focus, yes: there’s no need for your own data center, but you 
give up all control and security, and your business is one vendor 
oops away from disaster

Hybrid deployment offers all the disadvantages of your own 
data center, all the new risks of the cloud (without all the sav
ings), and a nightmare for consultants.

Capacity exactly matches your need only if someone is con
stantly monitoring the need and removing extra servers.

A diagram showing relationship among locations, regions, 
and availability zones would help.

I answered all of the review questions correctly.
There has been no mention so far of how to run any com

mercial software—for example, Oracle EBS. 

Chapter 2—Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3) 
and Amazon Glacier Storage

This chapter covers the core object storage services that AWS 
makes available: Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3) 
and Amazon Glacier.

S3 is used by almost all applications running on AWS and was 
one of the first services introduced when AWS came out. You can 
store and retrieve any amount of data from anywhere on the 
Web, and you only pay for what you actually use. Within S3 you 
have multiple storage classes, including general purpose, infre
quent access, and archive. Lifecycle policies can be set up to au
tomatically move data from one class to another. 

Amazon Glacier is for data archiving and longterm backup. 
This storage is very inexpensive, and as you might expect, much 
slower to retrieve. This would be “cold” data that is rarely ac
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cessed. Note that when you are told this is slow, you need to ap
preciate that “slow” means three to five hours.

Other sections in this chapter discuss object storage as op
posed to traditional block and file storage and how Simple 
Storage Service (S3) works. This involves buckets, AWS regions, 
objects, and keys. Each object has a unique URL formed from the 
web services endpoint, the name of the bucket, and the object’s 
key. S3 operations use the REST interface. Durability, availabil
ity, and consistency are discussed and S3 advanced features are 
covered.

Glacier seems an odd name to me. Yes, it clearly conveys how 
slow this storage service is, but at the same time, I think of a 
glacier as uncontrollable, always slowly melting, and something 
that will eventually disappear. Not what I want for my data. 
Glacier stores data as archives of up to 40 TB of data and also 
offers vaults that are containers for archives.

Chapter 3—Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) 
and Amazon Elastic Block Store (Amazon EBS)

In this chapter we learn about the resizable compute capacity 
offered through EC2 and EBS. The term “compute,” we are told, 
means the computational power that your application requires. 
The amount of compute you require can change a lot over time. 
EC2 meets this varying requirement by launching instances that 
are virtual servers. The various types of instances are covered; 
they all have some number of virtual CPUs (vCPUs), memory, 
storage, and network performance.

There are Amazon Machine Images (AMIs) that define the 
initial software that will be installed for an instance. This includes 
the OS and its configuration, patches, application software, and 
system software. AMIs are provided for x86 Linux and x86 
Windows. Note that Solaris is not mentioned. AMIs are pub
lished by AWS and an online AWS Marketplace where partners 
offer software and services. You can also generate an AMI from 
an existing instance.

Next up is how to securely manage your instances over the 
Internet. Options include Public DNS, Public IP, and Elastic IP. 
It’s up to you to manage your private keys, and various manage
ment options are explained.

Each instance has a lifecycle, and you can execute a script 
when an instance is launched. Other sections present pricing 
information, tenancy options, and temporary data store configu
rations.

Amazon EBS (Elastic Block Store) supplies durable block 
storage. After the basics are covered, we learn about the types of 
EBS volumes, including magnetic and SSD. Backing up data is 
discussed: options are snapshots and recovery volumes. Amazon 
EBS offers native encryption for all types of volumes.

Chapter 4—Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (Amazon VPC)
Within the AWS Cloud, you can set up a customdefined vir

tual network—a logically isolated section of the AWS Cloud 
similar to what you might have in your own data center. We see 
how to set up such a VPC in this chapter. You choose the IP ad
dress range and your own subnets, and so on. You also have route 
tables and security groups as well as ACLs. There is a separate 
section on each of these options and many more. You can create 
Internet Gateways (IGWs) and set up various DHCP options. 

Elastic IP Addresses (EIPs) allow you to maintain a set of 
fixed IP addresses while the infrastructure that supports your 

workload changes. Endpoints allow you to set up private connec
tions between your VPC and other AWS services without going 
out to the internet.

You can set up peering to connect multiple VPCs. A security 
group is created to control network traffic to and from your AWS 
resources. A number of specific security group rules are de
scribed and compared. 

Network Address Translation (NAT) instances as well as NAT 
gateways allow instances to communicate with the internet from 
within their private subnets. You also have virtual private gate
ways (VPGs), customer gateways (CGWs), and virtual private 
networks (VPNs). Each of these is described in detail with dia
grams. If nothing else, AWS has a lot of new acronyms (as if the 
world doesn’t have enough already).

Chapter 5—Elastic Load Balancing, Amazon CloudWatch, 
and Auto Scaling

These are all features of AWS that support highly available 
applications. Elastic load balancing, which in the text is not 
given an acronym, distributes traffic over all of your Elastic 
Compute Cloud (EC2) instances. It also provides various ways 
to control the requests coming into those same instances. Moni
toring all of your AWS resources is done via Amazon CloudWatch 
(one word, again no acronym), which gathers metrics and moni
tors log files. You can also set up alarms. Note that CloudWatch 
has a basic level that is free and additional levels—at additional 
cost—that provide more detailed monitoring information. 

You can use Auto Scaling to respond to conditions you spec
ify to increase or decrease EC2 capacity.

Among the options available under Elastic Load Balancing 
are different types of load balancers such as internetfacing, in
ternal, and HTTPS. For each load balancer at least one listener 
must be set up, and there are many options for listener configura
tion. As you would expect, a lot of detail is presented to explain 
all of the available options.

Amazon CloudWatch will monitor many things; one example 
is CPU usage. You can set up custom metrics if you need to 
watch something that is application specific. This is all great, but 
imagine getting emails about the log data from your thousands 
of instances. How would you realistically manage all of this 
monitoring data?

Auto Scaling is configured using scaling plans, which can be 
manual, scheduled, or dynamic. The details of how you would 
set up all of the needed components are explained.

Chapter 6—AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM)
This chapter explains how your interactions with your AWS 

resources are secured. This starts with defining which users of 
those resources can interact with the AWS Management Console, 
the Command Line Interface (CLI), and the Software Develop
ment Kits (SDKs). You can set up how each user is authenticated 
and create IAM policies to control who has access to what, and 
you can set up MultiFactor Authentication (MFA) as well. IAM 
also supports permissions delegation and grouping users. IAM 
allows you to control to a very fine level. You can control a single 
user on a single resource from a specific IP address for a speci
fied time window. Again, I wonder how you would manage this 
for lots of users across multiple instances and time windows. The 
text makes a big point of the fact that IAM is not an identity store 
for your applications. It addresses access to your AWS compo
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nents but not the applications running on those components. 
Further, IAM is not an operating system identity management 
system. You have to control who has access to the server infra
structure using machine logins or something like Active Direc
tory or LDAP. 

Clearly there are many options here. There are sections cover
ing what a principal is in IAM. You define IAM entities that can 
work with AWS resources. When you first set up your AWS ac
count, you only have a single principal that can access all AWS 
services, a user called “root.” From there it is all up to you. Many 
diagrams are shown to help explain this.

Chapter 7—Database and AWS
This chapter starts with a Database Primer. I was curious 

about what AWS thinks I need to know about databases. Ac
cording to the Database Primer, a database engine supports ap
plications managing large volumes of data. There are two 
database types, relational (RDBMS) and NoSQL or nonrelation
al databases, and it is common to use both types to support a 
single application. In order to pass the exam, it is essential to 
have a strong understanding of database concepts, including 
Amazon RDS and Amazon DynamoDB.

The section explaining relational databases starts out with 
Codd, IBM, and the concepts of relational databases. The most 
commonly used RDBMS software is MySQL, PostgreSQL, 
Micro soft SQL Server, and Oracle. SQL is described as a com
mon interface for users to access the database; an example is 
covered where the Students table is accessed. You can set up a 
relational database for Online Transaction Processing (OLTP) or 
Online Analytical Processing (OLAP); large applications will 
have a mix of both.

Amazon Relational Database Server (Amazon RDS) makes 
setting up both kinds of databases much easier. RDS is a service 
that streamlines the set up and operations of a relational database 
on AWS. In only a few minutes you can launch a database engine 
and start processing SQL transactions. RDS supports MariaDB 
and Amazon Aurora in addition to those mentioned earlier. You 
can set up almost any database engine that runs on Windows or 
Linux using EC2 instances.

Later sections cover data warehousing and provide great de
tail about NoSQL databases, which are described as simpler to 
use and more flexible, and which can provide a higher level of 
performance than traditional relational databases. There are 
many options to read about as you learn how to deploy data
bases on AWS.

Chapter 8—SQS, SWF, and SNS
Amazon Simple Queue Service (SQS) provides fast, reliable, 

and fully managed message queuing, which makes it easy to de
couple the components of your cloud application. There are no 
limits to the amount of data or throughput that can be accom
modated without messages being lost, even when one or more 
services are not available. Multiple readers and writers are sup
ported for the same queue. The term “idempotent” comes up, as 
it always does when discussing middleware applications. The 
message lifecycle is explained.

Amazon Simple Workflow Service (SWF) is used to distribute 
and coordinate workloads across components. A logical unit of 
work is a “task”; you coordinate tasks and intertask dependen
cies following the logical flow of your application. Workers are 

created to perform the tasks, and they can be run in the cloud or 
on premise. You have to supply the program logic to get the state 
of each task and decide what to do next. You then set up work
flows to implement your applications. Actors are programmatic 
features that start and control workflows and can be developed 
in any programming language. 

SNS is a web service that you can use to set up notifications 
using a publishsubscribe paradigm. Notifications can be sent to 
clients on all manner of devices.

Chapter 9—Domain Name System (DNS) and Amazon Route 53
We learn that DNS can be difficult to understand because it is 

so central to everything the internet does. The basic function of 
DNS and how it works with the Internet Protocol (IP) address of 
a website are explained. Amazon Route 53 is an authoritative 
DNS system that provides developers a way to manage their 
public DNS names. The rest of this chapter tells us how DNS and 
Route 53 work to make your applications available to users over 
the internet. There are sections covering DNS concepts such as 
TopLevel Domains (TLDs), subdomains, and Fully Qualified 
Domain Names (FQDNs). Name servers, zone files, and TLD 
name registrars are also explained. Then we learn the steps 
needed to use DNS to resolve a domain name to an IP address. 
There are many concepts here that I wasn’t familiar with, such as 
Start of Authority (SOA) Record, Mail Exchange (MX) records, 
and a pointer record. 

In the Route 53 overview we see how this service handles 
domain registration, the DNS service, and health checking. You 
can also set up how traffic is routed to your application. There 
are many options, including latencybased, failover, and geoloca
tion. A lot of detail is presented to explain how to use Route 53 
to build applications that are highly available and will recover 
quickly from failures.

Chapter 10—Amazon ElastiCache
You can use inmemory caching to build highperformance 

ap plications. ElastiCache is a service that handles the various 
tasks required to deploy and operate cache environments. How 
caching can be used to improve application performance is cov
ered as well as how to launch a cache environment in the cloud. 
Note that ElastiCache works with Memcached or Redis specifi
cally. You can scale a cluster vertically or horizontally using more 
cache nodes and replication groups. 

Inmemory caching concepts are discussed, followed by how 
the specific features of ElastiCache help set up and manage dis
tributed inmemory caching environments. Various caching pat
terns are reviewed; the most common is cacheaside, where the 
application service checks to see if the cache has the needed data 
before querying the database. There are data access patterns to 
consider before deciding whether to use a cache. The two cache 
engines supported, Memcached and Redis, support different use 
cases and provide different functionality. The background of 
each is covered and their features are compared. 

ElastiCache is deployed on one or more nodes in a cluster. 
The two supported cache engines handle this differently and 
these differences are explained. Auto discovery, scaling, replica
tion, and multiAZ replication groups are also reviewed. 

Chapter 11—Additional Key Services
This chapter covers a collection of AWS cloud services that an 
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AWS Solutions Architect may need to know about to support 
various use cases and to pass the exam. There are four categories 
of services that are discussed: storage and content delivery, secu
rity, analytics, and DevOps. 

Storage and content delivery refers to services that help dis
tribute content to end users with low latency and high transfer 
speeds. The specific services covered here are Amazon CloudFront, 
a Content Delivery Network (CDN), and AWS Storage Gateway, 
which links onpremises IT environments to the AWS storage 
infrastructure.

Security comprises services that support an organization’s 
directories and encryption to enable features such as identity 
management and complying with regulatory obligations. We are 
told that cloud security is the highest priority for AWS; these 
services allow you to scale and innovate, and at the same time 
maintain a secure environment.

The amount of data needed by applications is growing to re
cord sizes. Analytics services must be able to scale to process 
very large data stores efficiently and at low cost. Specific services 
covered are Amazon Kinesis, which handles massive amounts of 
streaming data, and Amazon Elastic MapReduce (EMR), which 
provides a fully managed, ondemand Hadoop framework.

DevOps refers to services that support deploying applications 
consistently, repeatably, and reliably. Specific services are AWS 
OpsWorks, which provides configuration management, and 
AWS CloudFormation, which helps manage AWS resources.

Chapter 12—Security on AWS
Again, security is identified as the first priority of AWS. We 

are told that AWS customers enjoy the benefits of a data center 
and that network architecture will meet the most intense security 
requirements. Security in the cloud is based on a shared respon
sibility model—which means that AWS is responsible for the 
underlying infrastructure of the cloud—but you are responsible 
for everything you put on or connect to the cloud. Note how this 
is different from a data center completely under your control. 
You are now sharing security responsibilities with your cloud 
service provider. The AWS Compliance Program is explained: it 
provides controls to maintain security and data protection. There 
are so many buzzwords here that it quickly becomes overwhelm
ing, but I’m sure this is what you need to learn to pass the exam. 
My favorite example is governancefocused, auditfriendly ser
vice features. Wow. There is a long list of all the security best 
practices and IT security standards that AWS supports and com
plies with. 

AWS Global Infrastructure Security includes the facilities, 
network, hardware, and software that support provisioning and 
use of all of the AWS resources. This covers a lot, including the 
fire detection and suppression systems in the AWS data centers 
(as you might expect, data center power supplies are fully redun
dant). There is additional coverage of business continuity and 
network security, and more.

Chapter 13—AWS Risk and Compliance
Since security in the cloud is shared between service provider 

and customer, there is a need for AWS to communicate with 
customers to provide relevant information covering all the secu
rityrelated components of AWS. The shared security model is 
discussed again this time, with a focus on how AWS provides 
evidence of compliance with customers’ security requirements. 

The AWS cloud infrastructure is based on regions and availabil
ity zones, which refer to physical locations around the globe and 
data centers in those regions, respectively. This provides highly 
available, faulttolerant, scalable production applications. AWS 
also offers risk management, which means that controls are im
plemented to manage and mitigate risks. These plans are re
viewed multiple times a year. Many relevant ISO standards are 
discussed as well as NIST security controls. The AWS security 
team frequently scans all publicfacing endpoint IP addresses, 
checking for any vulnerabilities; however, it turns out that they 
do not check customer instances. Other sections cover informa
tion security and AWS reports, certifications, and thirdparty 
attestations. One of these is the Criminal Justice Information 
Services (CJIS), which complies with FBI standards, meaning 
that AWS customers allow employee background checks. I wasn’t 
surprised to see that HIPAA is covered as well. The Motion 
Picture Association of America (MPAA) comes up because they 
have established best practices for storing and delivering pro
tected media and content, and AWS is compliant with all of this. 

Chapter 14—Architecture Best Practices
Over recent years, patterns and best practices have been de

veloped for building highly scalable applications. These practices 
are more important than ever as new applications in the cloud 
have to work with larger datasets, unpredictable traffic patterns, 
and everfaster response times. For AWS, customers need to in
corporate cloudspecific IT architecture patterns into their exist
ing applications. Among many other topics we have design for 
failure and nothing fails. When you assume that any part of your 
system will fail, you can design systems that are highly available. 
Elasticity means growing to handle an increased workload, 
which requires a scalable architecture. This leads to scaling verti
cally and scaling horizontally. Stateless applications and stateless 
and stateful components are explained. Deployment automation 
is needed so you don’t have to manually create new resources 
when needed. You need a system that can scale up and down 
without any human intervention. AWS offers many different 
storage options; one size does not fit all. You need to review the 
workload and use cases for your applications to know which 
AWS storage option is best. Many scenarios are reviewed and the 
best AWS option for each is identified. 

Appendix A—Answers to Review Questions
Each chapter ends with a set of review questions; answers for 

all of those questions are provided in this appendix.

Conclusion
In a perfect world, I would study for, take, and pass the exam 

to demonstrate the effectiveness of this book. However, since I 
don’t plan to work with AWS, I didn’t want to spend the time to 
prepare properly. I do offer that after reading this book, and with 
no exposure to AWS of any kind, I was able to go back and an
swer about 60% of the assessment test questions correctly. These 
are the same assessment tests I took before I read this book; at 
that time, I couldn’t fully answer any of the questions correctly. s

Brian’s contact information and all of his book reviews and presen-
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S P E C I A L 
F E AT U R E

The Rise and Fall of 
the NoSQL Empire

by Iggy Fernandez
Iggy Fernandez

Editor’s Note: This article is a reprint from the February 2015 issue 
of the NoCOUG Journal. Chris Date provided detailed comments 
(keyed to the section headings in this article) which were published 
in the May 2015 issue of the NoCOUG Journal. Date’s comments 
are also reprinted here, as footnotes to the sections of this article.

NoSQL is a “disruptive innovation” in the sense used 
by Harvard professor Clayton M. Christensen. In 
The Innovator’s Dilemma: When New Technologies 
Cause Great Firms to Fail, Professor Christensen 

defines disruptive innovations and explains why it is dangerous 
to ignore them:

“Generally, disruptive innovations were technologically straight-
forward, consisting of off-the-shelf components put together 
in a product architecture that was often simpler than prior 
approaches. They offered less of what customers in estab-
lished markets wanted and so could rarely be initially em-
ployed there. They offered a different package of attributes 
valued only in emerging markets remote from, and unimport-
ant to, the mainstream.”

The personal computer was an example of a disruptive inno
vation. It was initially targeted only at the home computing seg
ment of the market. Established manufacturers of mainframe 
computers and minicomputers did not see PC technology as 
a threat to their bottom lines. Eventually, however, PC technol
ogy came to dominate the market, and established computer 
manufacturers such as Digital Equipment Corporation, Prime, 
Wang, Nixdorf, Apollo, and Silicon Graphics went out of busi
ness.

So where lies the dilemma? Professor Christensen explains:

“In every company, every day, every year, people are going into 
senior management, knocking on the door saying: ‘I got a new 
product for us.’ And some of those entail making better products 
that you can sell for higher prices to your best customers. A 
disruptive innovation generally has to cause you to go after new 
markets, people who aren’t your customers. And the product 
that you want to sell them is something that is just so much 
more affordable and simple that your current customers can’t 
buy it. And so the choice that you have to make is: Should we 
make better products that we can sell for better profits to our 
best customers. Or maybe we ought to make worse products 
that none of our customers would buy that would ruin our 
margins. What should we do? And that really is the dilemma.”

Exactly in the manner that Christensen described, the e
commerce pioneer Amazon created an inhouse product called 
Dynamo in 2007 to meet the performance, scalability, and avail
ability needs of its own ecommerce platform after it concluded 
that mainstream database management systems were not capable 
of satisfying those needs. The most notable aspect of Dynamo 
was the apparent break with the relational model; there was no 
mention of relations, relational algebra, or SQL.

Dynamo Requirements and Assumptions
Amazon started out by using Oracle Database for its ecom

merce platform but later switched to a proprietary database 
management system called Dynamo that it built inhouse. 
Dynamo is the archetypal NoSQL product; it embodies all the 
innovations of the NoSQL camp. The Dynamo requirements and 
assumptions are documented in the paper “Dynamo: Amazon’s 
Highly Available Keyvalue Store” (http://s3.amazonaws.com/
AllThingsDistributed/sosp/amazon-dynamo-sosp2007.pdf), 
published in 2007. Here are some excerpts from that paper:

“Customers should be able to view and add items to their shop-
ping cart even if disks are failing, network routes are flapping, 
or data centers are being destroyed by tornados. Therefore, the 
service responsible for managing shopping carts requires that it 
can always write to and read from its data store, and that its 
data needs to be available across multiple data centers.”

“There are many services on Amazon’s platform that only need 
primary-key access to a data store. For many services, such as 
those that provide best seller lists, shopping carts, customer 
preferences, session management, sales rank, and product 
cata log, the common pattern of using a relational database 
would lead to inefficiencies and limit scale and availability. 
Dynamo provides a simple primary-key only interface to meet 
the requirements of these applications.”

“Experience at Amazon has shown that data stores that provide 
ACID guarantees tend to have poor availability.”

“Dynamo targets applications that operate with weaker con-
sistency (the “C” in ACID) if this results in high availability.”

“. . . since each service uses its distinct instance of Dynamo, its 
initial design targets a scale of up to hundreds of storage hosts.”

To paraphrase, Amazon’s requirements were extreme perfor
mance, extreme scalability, and extreme availability.

http://s3.amazonaws.com/AllThingsDistributed/sosp/amazon-dynamo-sosp2007.pdf
http://s3.amazonaws.com/AllThingsDistributed/sosp/amazon-dynamo-sosp2007.pdf
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Functional Segmentation1

Amazon’s pivotal design decision was to break its monolithic 
enterprisewide database service into simpler component ser
vices, such as a bestseller list service, a shopping cart service, 
a customer preferences service, a sales rank service, and a prod
uct catalog service. This avoided a single point of failure. In 
an interview for the NoCOUG Journal, Amazon’s first database 
administrator, Jeremiah Wilton explains the rationale behind 
Amazon’s approach:

“The best availability in the industry comes from application 
software that is predicated upon a surprising assumption: The 
databases upon which the software relies will inevitably fail. 
The better the software’s ability to continue operating in such a 
situation, the higher the overall service’s availability will be. But 
isn’t Oracle unbreakable? At the database level, regardless of the 
measures taken to improve availability, outages will occur from 
time to time. An outage may be from a required upgrade or a 
bug. Knowing this, if you engineer application software to handle 
this eventuality, then a database outage will have less or no 
impact on end users. In summary, there are many ways to im-
prove a single database’s availability. But the highest availability 
comes from thoughtful engineering of the entire application ar-
chitecture.” (http://www.nocoug.org/Journal/NoCOUG_
Journal_200711.pdf#page=4)

As an example, the shopping cart service should not be affected 
if the checkout service is unavailable or not performing well.

I said that this was the pivotal design decision made by 
Amazon. I cannot emphasize this enough. If you resist func
tional segmentation, you are not ready for NoSQL. If you miss 
the point, you will not understand NoSQL.

Note that functional segmentation results in simple hierarchi
cal schemas. Here is an example of a simple hierarchical schema 
from Ted Codd’s 1970 paper on the relational model (http://
www.nocoug.org/Journal/NoCOUG_Journal_201111.
pdf#page=10). This simple schema stores information about 
employees, their children, their job histories, and their salary 
histories.

employee (man#, name, birthdate)
children (man#, childname, birthyear)
jobhistory (man#, jobdate, title)
salaryhistory (man#, jobdate, salarydate, salary)

Functional segmentation is the underpinning of NoSQL tech
nology, but it does not present a conflict with the relational 
model; it is simply a physical database design decision. Each 
functional segment is usually assigned its own standalone data
base. The collection of functional segments could be regarded as 
a single distributed database. However, distributed transactions 
are forbidden in the NoSQL world. Functional segmentation can 
therefore result in temporary inconsistencies if, for example, the 

shopping cart data is not in the same database as the product 
catalog, and occasional inconsistencies result. As an Amazon 
customer, I occasionally leave items in my shopping cart but 
don’t complete a purchase. When I resume shopping, I some
times get a notification that an item in my shopping chart is no 
longer in stock or has been repriced. This technique is called 
“eventual consistency.” Randy Shoup, one of the architects of 
eBay’s ecommerce platform, explains:

“At eBay, we allow absolutely no client-side or distributed trans-
actions of any kind—no two-phase commit. In certain well-defined 
situations, we will combine multiple statements on a single database 
into a single transactional operation. For the most part, however, 
individual statements are auto-committed. While this intentional 
relaxation of orthodox ACID properties does not guarantee imme-
diate consistency everywhere, the reality is that most systems are 
available the vast majority of the time. Of course, we do employ 
various techniques to help the system reach eventual consistency: 
careful ordering of database operations, asynchronous recovery 
events, and reconciliation or settlement batches. We choose the 
technique according to the consistency demands of the particular 
use case.” (http://www.infoq.com/articles/ebay-scalability-best-
practices)

Sharding2

Amazon’s next design decision was “sharding” or horizontal 
partitioning of all the tables in a hierarchical schema. Hashpar
titioning is typically used. Each table is partitioned in the same 
way as the other tables in the schema, and each set of partitions 
is placed in a separate database referred to as a “shard.” The 
shards are independent of each other; that is, there is no cluster
ing as in Oracle RAC.

Note that the hierarchical schemas that result from functional 
segmentation are always shardable; that is, hierarchical schemas 
are shardable by definition.

Returning to the example from Ted Codd’s 1970 paper on the 
relational model:

employee (man#, name, birthdate) with primary key (man#)
children (man#, childname, birthyear) with primary key (man#, childname)
jobhistory (man#, jobdate, title) with primary key (man#, jobdate)
salaryhistory (man#, jobdate, salarydate, salary) with primary key (man#, jobdate, 
salarydate)

Note that the jobhistory, salaryhistory, and children tables 
have composite keys. In each case, the leading column of the 
composite key is the man#. Therefore, all four tables can be par
titioned using the man#.

Sharding is an essential component of NoSQL designs but it 
does not present a conflict with the relational model; it too is 
simply a physical database design decision. In the relational 
model, the collection of standalone databases or shards can be 
logically viewed as a single distributed database.

1 Chris Date’s comments: “Functional segmentation is the underpinning of NoSQL technology, but it does not present a conflict with the relational 
model; it is simply a physical database design decision.” Absolutely correct. I couldn’t agree more.

  “The collection of functional segments could be regarded as a single distributed database. However, distributed transactions are forbidden in the NoSQL 
world. Functional segmentation can therefore result in temporary inconsistencies . . . .” I agree with the first sentence here. As for distributed transactions 
and temporary inconsistences, however, I have a different perspective on what’s really going on with consistency in the NoSQL world (and indeed else
where), which I’ll elaborate on in the next section but one.

2 Chris Date’s comments: “Sharding is an essential component of NoSQL designs but it does not present a conflict with the relational model; it too is 
simply a physical database design decision.” Absolutely correct. I couldn’t agree more.

  “In the relational model, the collection of . . . shards can be logically viewed as a single distributed database.” Again I basically agree, modulo my 
reservations (hinted at above) regarding consistency.

http://www.nocoug.org/Journal/NoCOUG_Journal_200711.pdf#page=4
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http://www.nocoug.org/Journal/NoCOUG_Journal_201111.pdf#page=10
http://www.nocoug.org/Journal/NoCOUG_Journal_201111.pdf#page=10
http://www.nocoug.org/Journal/NoCOUG_Journal_201111.pdf#page=10
http://www.infoq.com/articles/ebay-scalability-best-practices
http://www.infoq.com/articles/ebay-scalability-best-practices
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Replication and Eventual Consistency3

The Dynamo developers saw that one of the keys to extreme 
availability was data replication. Multiple copies of the shopping 
cart are allowed to exist and, if one of the replicas becomes unre
sponsive, the data can be served by one of the other replicas. 
However, because of network latencies, the copies may occasion
ally get out of sync, and the customer may occasionally encounter 
a stale version of the shopping cart. Once again, this can be 
handled appropriately by the application tier; the node that falls 
behind can catch up eventually, or inconsistencies can be detect
ed and resolved at an opportune time, such as at checkout. This 
technique is called “eventual consistency.”

The inventor of relational theory, Dr. Codd, was acutely 
aware of the potential overhead of consistency checking. In 
his 1970 paper, he said: There are, of course, several possible ways 
in which a system can de tect inconsistencies and respond to them. 
In one approach the system checks for possible inconsistency 
whenever an insertion, deletion, or key update occurs. Naturally, 
such checking will slow these operations down [emphasis added]. 
If an inconsistency has been generated, details are logged inter-
nally, and if it is not remedied within some reasonable time inter-
val, either the user or someone responsible for the security and 
integrity of the data is notified. Another approach is to conduct 
consistency checking as a batch operation once a day or less fre-
quently. In other words, the inventor of relational theory would 
not have found a conflict between his relational model and the 
“eventual consistency” that is one of the hallmarks of the NoSQL 
products of today. However, the Dynamo developers imagined 
a conflict because it quite understandably conflated the rela
tional model with the ACID guarantees of database manage
ment systems. However, ACID has nothing to do with the 
relational model per se (although relational theory does come in 
very handy in defining consistency constraints); prerelational 
database management systems such as IMS provided ACID 
guarantees and so did postrelational objectoriented database 
management systems.

The tradeoff between consistency and performance is as im
portant in the wired world of today as it was in Dr. Codd’s world. 
Synchronous replication is rarely used in the relational camp, so 
we cannot frown at Dynamo for not using it. Application devel
opers in the relational camp are warned about the negative im
pact of consistency checking, so we cannot frown on Dynamo’s 
decision to permit temporary inconsistencies between func
tional segments.

➤ “Using primary and foreign keys can impact performance. 
Avoid using them when possible.” (http://docs.oracle.
com/cd/E17904_01/core.1111/e10108/adapters.
htm#BABCCCIH)

➤ “For performance reasons, the Oracle BPEL Process 
Manager, Oracle Mediator, human workflow, Oracle B2B, 
SOA Infrastructure, and Oracle BPM Suite schemas have 
no foreign key constraints to enforce integrity.” (http://
docs.oracle.com/cd/E23943_01/admin.1111/e10226/
soaadmin_partition.htm#CJHCJIJI)

➤ “For database independence, applications typically do not 
store the primary keyforeign key relationships in the da
tabase itself; rather, the relationships are enforced in the 
application.” (http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E25178_01/
fusionapps.1111/e14496/securing.htm#CHDDGFHH)

➤ “The ETL process commonly verifies that certain con
straints are true. For example, it can validate all of the 
foreign keys in the data coming into the fact table. This 
means that you can trust it to provide clean data, instead 
of implementing constraints in the data warehouse.” 
(http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E24693_01/server.11203/
e16579/constra.htm#i1006300)

The False Premise of NoSQL4

The final hurdle was extreme performance, and that’s where 

3 Chris Date’s comments: I have no problem with the broad intent of this section or with the business requirement the NoSQL developers are aiming at in 
this connection. As indicated earlier, however, I do have a different perspective on what’s really going on here. I also disagree, somewhat, with the 
quote from Codd in this section. Let me try to explain:
➤ First, to say that a database (distributed or otherwise) is consistent merely means, formally speaking, that the database conforms to all stated integrity 

constraints. Now, it’s crucially important that databases always be consistent in this sense; indeed, a database that’s not consistent in this sense, at some 
particular time, is like a logical system that contains a contradiction. Well, actually, that’s exactly what it is—a logical system with a contradiction. And 
in a logical system with a contradiction, you can prove anything; for example, you can prove that 1 = 0. (In fact, you can prove that you can prove that 
1 = 0 in such a system!) What this means in database terms is that if the database is inconsistent in the foregoing sense, you can never trust the answers 
you get to queries (they may be false, they may be true, and you have no way in general of knowing which they are); all bets are off. That’s why consis
tency in the foregoing sense is crucial.

➤ But consistency in the foregoing sense isn’t necessarily the same thing as consistency as conventionally understood (consistency as understood out
side the world of databases in particular). Suppose there are two items A and B in the database that, in the real world, we believe should have the 
same value. They might, for example, both be the selling price for some given commodity, stored twice because replication is being used to improve 
availability. If A and B in fact have different values at some given time, we might certainly say, informally, that there’s an inconsistency in the data as 
stored at that time. But that “inconsistency” is an inconsistency as far as the system is concerned only if the system has been told that A and B are 
supposed to be equal—i.e., only if “A = B” has been stated as a formal constraint. If it hasn’t, then (a) the fact that A ≠ B at some time doesn’t in itself 
constitute a consistency violation as far as the system is concerned, and (b) importantly, the system will nowhere rely on an assumption that A and 
B are equal.

➤ Thus, if all we want is for A and B to be equal “eventually”—i.e., if we’re content for that requirement to be handled in the application layer—all we have 
to do as far as the database system is concerned is omit any declaration of “A = B” as a formal constraint. No problem, and in particular no viola
tion of the relational model.

  Now perhaps you can see why I don’t entirely agree with that text of Codd’s. Codd says:
  There are, of course, several possible ways in which a system can . . . respond to [inconsistencies]. In one approach the system checks for possible inconsistency when

ever an insertion, deletion, or key update occurs. [Incidentally, I don’t know why Codd says “key update” specifically; surely checking should be done on all pertinent updates?] 
Naturally, such checking will slow these operations down.

  Well, the system can only “respond to” those inconsistencies it knows about, or in other words those that correspond to formally declared constraints. 
For such inconsistencies, it simply must do the checking whenever a pertinent update occurs; there’s no alternative, because not to do that checking is to 

(continued on page 23)
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the Dynamo developers went astray. The Dynamo developers 
believed that the relational model imposes a “join penalty” and 
therefore chose to store data as “blobs.” This objection to the re
lational model is colorfully summarized by the following state
ment attributed to Esther Dyson, the editor of the Release 1.0 
newsletter, “Using tables to store objects is like driving your car 
home and then disassembling it to put it in the garage. It can be 
assembled again in the morning, but one eventually asks whether 
this is the most efficient way to park a car.” The statement dates 
back to 1988 and was much quoted when objectoriented data
bases were in vogue.

Since the shopping cart is an object, doesn’t disassembling it 
for storage make subsequent data retrieval and updates ineffi
cient? The belief stems from an unfounded assumption that has 
found its way into every relational DBMS—that every table 
should map to physical storage. In reality, the relational model is 
a logical model and, therefore, it does not concern itself with 
storage details at all. It would be perfectly legitimate to store the 
shopping cart in a physical form that resembled a shopping cart 
while still offering a relational model of the data complete with 
SQL. In other words, the physical representation could be opti
mized for the most important use case—retrieving the entire 
shoppingcart object using its key—without affecting the rela
tional model of the data. It would also be perfectly legitimate to 
provide a nonrelational API for the important use cases. Dr. 
Codd himself gave conditional blessing to such nonrelational 
APIs in his 1985 Computerworld article, “Is Your DBMS Really 
Relational?,” in which he says, “If a relational system has a low-
level (single-record-at-a-time) language, that low level [should not] 
be used to subvert or bypass the integrity rules and constraints 
expressed in the higher level relational language (multiple-records-
at-a-time).”

The keyblob or “keyvalue” approach used by Dynamo 
and successor products would be called “zeroth” normal form 
in relational terminology. In his 1970 paper, “A Relational 
Model of Data for Large Shared Data Banks,” Dr. Codd says: 
“Nonatomic values can be discussed within the relational frame-
work. Thus, some domains may have relations as elements. 
These relations may, in turn, be defined on nonsimple domains, 
and so on. For example, one of the domains on which the rela-
tion employee is defined might be salary history. An element of 
the salary history domain is a binary relation defined on the 
domain date and the domain salary. The salary history domain 
is the set of all such binary relations. At any instant of time 
there are as many instances of the salary history relation in the 

data bank as there are employees. In contrast, there is only one 
instance of the employee relation.”

In common parlance, a relation with nonsimple domains is 
said to be in “zeroth” normal form or unnormalized. Dr. Codd 
suggested that unnormalized relations should be normalized for 
ease of use. Here again is the unnormalized employee relation 
from Dr. Codd’s paper:

employee (
  employee#,
  name,
  birthdate,
  jobhistory (jobdate, title, salaryhistory (salarydate, salary)),
  children (childname, birthyear)
)

The above unnormalized relation can be decomposed into 
four normalized relations as follows.

employee’ (employee#, name, birthdate)
jobhistory’ (employee#, jobdate, title)
salaryhistory’ (employee#, jobdate, salarydate, salary)
children’ (employee#, childname, birthyear)

However, this is not to suggest that these normalized rela
tions must necessarily be mapped to individual buckets of 
physical storage. Dr. Codd differentiated between the stored set, 
the named set, and the expressible set. In the above example, we 
have one unnormalized relation and four normalized relations. 
If we preferred, the unnormalized employee relation could be 
the only member of the stored set. Alternatively, if we pre
ferred, all five relations could be part of the stored set; that is, we 
could legitimately store redundant representations of the data. 
However, the common belief blessed by current practice is that 
the normalized relations should be the only members of the 
stored set.

Even if the stored set contains only normalized relations, 
they need not map to different buckets of physical storage. 
Oracle Database is unique among mainstream database 
management systems in providing a convenient construct 
ca l led the “table cluster” that is suitable for hierarchica l 
schemas. In Dr. Codd’s example, employee# would be the 
cluster key, and rows corresponding to the same cluster 
key from all four tables could be stored in the same physical 
block on disk, thus avoiding the join penalty. If the cluster 
was a “hash cluster,” no indexes would be required for the 
use case of retrieving records belonging to a single cluster 

risk having a database for which all bets are off (see above). What’s more, I don’t agree that such checking will slow the system down. If the user has bothered 
to declare the constraint, presumably he or she wants it enforced—for otherwise there’s no point in declaring it in the first place. And if the user wants that 
constraint enforced, and if the system isn’t going to do it (by which I mean do it properly, by which I mean doing the checking on all pertinent updates), 
then the user is going to have to do it instead. Either way, the checking has to be done. What’s more, I would hope that the system could do the checking 
more efficiently than the user; thus, I think that, far from the operations being slowed down, they should be speeded up, so long as the system does the right 
thing and shoulders its responsibility properly.

  Back to Fernandez’s paper. Fernandez goes on to say: “ACID has nothing to do with the relational model per se.” Well, I agree with the broad sense of 
this observation, though I do have some reservations regarding ACID in general which it probably isn’t appropriate to air in detail here. Let me just say 
that the relational model does at least tacitly require the database system never to lose information, and the A, I, and D features of transactions are aimed 
at satisfying this goal. In that sense, we might at least say those features of ACID are a mechanism for satisfying a certain relational requirement. (I disagree 
with the C feature, however, for reasons my earlier remarks on consistency should be sufficient at least to suggest. I don’t want to get into further details on 
this issue here.)

  One final small point on this section: Fernandez uses the phrase “postrelational objectoriented database management systems.” Actually, I 
would say that while OODBMSs might be “postrelational” from a chronological point of view, they’re actually prerelational in terms of their database 
functionality.

(continued from page 22)
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key. A demonstration is available at http://iggyfernandez.
wordpress.com/2013/12/30/the-twelve-days-of-nosql-day-
six-the-false-premise-of-nosql/.

Schemaless Design
The final innovation of the NoSQL camp is “schemaless de

sign.” In database management systems of the NoSQL kind, data 
is stored in “blobs” or documents; the database management 
system does not police their structure. In mainstream database 
management systems on the other hand, doctrinal purity re
quires that the schema be designed before data is inserted. Let’s 
do a thought experiment.

Let’s suppose that we don’t have a schema and that the follow
ing facts are known:

➤ Iggy Fernandez is an employee with EMPLOYEE_ID=1 
and SALARY=$1000.

➤ Mogens Norgaard is a commissioned employee with 
EMPLOYEE_ID=2, SALARY=€1000, and COMMISSION_
PCT=25.

➤ Morten Egan  is a commissioned employee with 
EMPLOYEE_ID=3, SALARY=€1000, and unknown 
COMMISSION_PCT.

Could we ask the following questions and expect to re
ceive correct answers?

➤ Question: What is the salary of Iggy Fernandez?
 Expected answer: $1000.
➤ Question: What is the commission percentage of Iggy 

Fernandez?
 Expected answer: Invalid question.
➤ Question: What is the commission percentage of Mogens 

Norgaard?
 Expected answer: 25%
➤ Question: What is the commission percentage of Morten 

Egan?
 Expected answer: Unknown.
If we humans can process the above data and correctly answer 

the above questions, then surely we can program computers to 
do so.

The above data could be modeled with the following three 
relations. It is certainly disruptive to suggest that this be done on 
the fly by the database management system, but it is not outside 
the realm of possibility.

EMPLOYEES
  EMPLOYEE_ID NOT NULL NUMBER(6)
  EMPLOYEE_NAME VARCHAR2(128)
 
UNCOMMISSIONED_EMPLOYEES
  EMPLOYEE_ID NOT NULL NUMBER(6)
  SALARY NUMBER(8,2)

 
COMMISSIONED_EMPLOYEES
  EMPLOYEE_ID NOT NULL NUMBER(6)
  SALARY NUMBER(8,2)
  COMMISSION_PCT NUMBER(2,2)

A NoSQL company called Hadapt has already stepped for
ward with such a feature:

“While it is true that SQL requires a schema, it is entirely 
untrue that the user has to define this schema in advance 
before query processing. There are many data sets out there, 
including JSON, XML, and generic key-value data sets that 
are self-describing — each value is associated with some 
key that describes what entity attribute this value is associ-
ated with [emphasis added]. If these data sets are stored in 
Hadoop, there is no reason why Hadoop cannot automati-
cally generate a virtual schema against which SQL queries 
can be issued. And if this is true, users should not be forced to 
define a schema before using a SQL-on-Hadoop solution — 
they should be able to effortlessly issue SQL against a schema 
that was automatically generated for them when data was 
loaded into Hadoop.” (http://hadapt.com/blog/2013/10/28/
all-sql-on-hadoop-solutions-are-missing-the-point-of-
hadoop/)

This is not really new ground. Oracle Database provides the 
ability to convert XML documents into relational tables (http://
docs.oracle.com/cd/E11882_01/appdev.112/e23094/xdb01int.
htm#ADXDB0120), though it ought to be possible to view XML 
data as tables while physically storing it in XML format in order 
to benefit certain use cases. It should also be possible to redun
dantly store data in both XML and relational formats in order to 
benefit other use cases.

In “Extending the Database Relational Model to Capture 
More Meaning,” Dr. Codd explains how a “formatted database” 
is created from a collection of facts:

“Suppose we think of a database initially as a set of formulas in 
first-order predicate logic. Further, each formula has no free 
variables and is in as atomic a form as possible (e.g, A & 
B would be replaced by the component formulas A, B). Now 
suppose that most of the formulas are simple assertions of the 
form Pab . . . z (where P is a predicate and a, b, . . . , z are 
constants), and that the number of distinct predicates in the 
database is few compared with the number of simple asser-
tions. Such a database is usually called formatted, because 
the major part of it lends itself to rather regular structuring. 
One obvious way is to factor out the predicate common to a 
set of simple assertions and then treat the set as an instance of 
an n-ary relation and the predicate as the name of the relation.”

In other words, a collection of facts can always be organized 
into a collection of relations.

4 Chris Date’s comments: “The belief stems from an unfounded assumption that has found its way into every relational DBMS—that every table should 
map to physical storage.” I would replace the phrase “every relational DBMS” here by “every mainstream SQL DBMS” (there are certainly exceptions to 
what Fernandez is claiming here), but overall I agree with most of the paragraph in which this sentence appears.

  “It would also be perfectly legitimate to provide a nonrelational API [to a relational system] for the important use cases.” Legitimate, yes, but I believe 
it would be quite unnecessary, as I tried to explain in my contribution to the interview with Hugh Darwen and myself that appeared in a recent issue of the 
NoCOUG Journal (“No! to SQL! No! to NoSQL!,” NoCOUG Journal 27, No. 3, August 2013).

  “The keyblob . . . approach . . . would be called ‘zeroth’ normal form in relational terminology.” No, it wouldn’t. There’s no such thing as “zeroth normal 
form” in relational terminology. In fact, there’s no such thing as an unnormalized relation—the very phrase is a contradiction in terms. All relations are 
normalized, in the sense that they’re in at least first normal form. To suggest otherwise is to do the cause of genuine understanding a serious disservice.
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NoSQL Taxonomy
NoSQL databases can be classified into the following catego

ries:

➤ Key-value stores: The archetype is Amazon Dynamo, of 
which DynamoDB is the commercial successor. Keyvalue 
stores basically allow applications to “put” and “get” val
ues, but each product has differentiators. For example, 
DynamoDB supports “tables” (namespaces) while Oracle 
NoSQL Database offers “major” and “minor” key paths.

➤ Document stores: While keyvalue stores treat values as 
uninterpreted strings, document stores allow values to 
be managed using formats such as JSON (JavaScript 
Object Notation) that are conceptually similar to XML. 
This allows keyvalue pairs to be indexed by any compo
nent of the value just as XML data can be indexed in 
mainstream database management systems.

➤ Column-family stores: Columnfamily stores allow data 
associated with a single key to be spread over multiple 
storage nodes. Each storage node only stores a subset of 
the data associated with the key, hence the name “column
family.” A key is therefore composed of a “row key” and a 
“column key.”

➤ Graph databases: Graph databases are nonrelational da
tabases that use graph concepts such as nodes and edges 
to solve certain classes of problems, such as determining 
the shortest route between two towns on a map. The con
cepts of functional segmentation, sharding, replication, 
eventual consistency, and schemaless design do not apply 
to graph databases, so I will not discuss graph databases.

NoSQL Buyer’s Guide5

NoSQL products are numerous and rapidly evolving. There is 
a crying need for a continuously updated encyclopedia of 
NoSQL products, but none exists. There is a crying need for an 
independent benchmarking organization, but none exists. My 
best advice is to do a proof of concept (POC) as well as a PSR 
(Performance, Scalability, and Reliability) test before committing 
to using a NoSQL product. Back in 1985, Dr. Codd had words of 
advice for those who were debating between the new relational 
products and the established prerelational products of the time.

“Any buyer confronted with the decision of which DBMS to ac-
quire should weigh three factors heavily. The first factor is the 
buyer’s performance requirements, often expressed in terms of 
the number of transactions that must be executed per second. 
The average complexity of each transaction is also an important 
consideration. Only if the performance requirements are ex-
tremely severe should buyers rule out present relational DBMS 
products on this basis. Even then buyers should design perfor-
mance tests of their own, rather than rely on vendor-designed 
tests or vendor-declared strategies [emphasis added]. The 
second factor is reduced costs for developing new databases and 
new application programs . . . The third factor is protecting fu-
ture investments in application programs by acquiring a DBMS 
with a solid theoretical foundation . . . In every case, a rela-
tional DBMS wins on factors two and three. In many cases, it 

can win on factor one also—in spite of all the myths about 
per for mance.”—“An Evaluation Scheme for Database Man-
agement Systems that are claimed to be Relational”

The above advice is as solid today as it was in Dr. Codd’s 
day.

Oracle NoSQL Database
In May 2011, Oracle Corporation published a white paper 

titled “Debunking the NoSQL Hype,” the final advice being “Go 
for the tried and true path. Don’t be risking your data on NoSQL 
databases.” (https://www.google.com/#q=%2B%22Debunking
+the+NoSQL+Hype%22) However, in September of the same 
year, Oracle Corporation released Oracle NoSQL Database. 
Oracle suggested that the NoSQL approach was wellsuited for 
certain usecases:

“The Oracle NoSQL Database, with its ‘No Single Point of 
Failure’ architecture, is the right solution when data access is 
“simple” in nature and application demands exceed the volume 
or latency capability of traditional data management solutions. 
For example, click-stream data from high volume web sites, 
high-throughput event processing and social networking 
communications all represent application domains that 
produce extraordinary volumes of simple keyed data. 
Monitoring online retail behavior, accessing customer profiles, 
pulling up appropriate customer ads and storing and 
forwarding real-time communication are examples of domains 
requiring the ultimate in low-latency access. Highly distributed 
applications such as real-time sensor aggregation and scalable 

5 Chris Date’s comments: Here I’d just like to say that I agree very strongly 
with the remarks by Codd quoted in this section. 
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6 Chris Date’s comments: This isn’t a comment on the section of this name in Fernandez’s paper—I’m just using this heading as a convenient place to com
pliment Fernandez on a most interesting article. My comments in the foregoing, especially the ones of a critical nature, aren’t meant to detract from what 
I see as a most useful contribution to the ongoing NoSQL debate. Thank you, Iggy!

authentication also represent domains well-suited to Oracle 
NoSQL Database.” (http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/
products/nosqldb/learnmore/nosql-wp-1436762.pdf)

Oracle NoSQL Database has two features that distinguish it 
from other keyvalue stores: A key is the concatenation of a 
“major key path” and a “minor key path.” All records with the 
same “major key path” will be colocated on the same storage 
node. In addition, Oracle NoSQL provides transactional support 
for modifying multiple records with the same major key path.

Challeges to NoSQL
There are already proofs that performance, scalability, and 

reliability can be achieved without abandoning the relational 
model. For example, ScaleBase provides sharding and replication 
on top of MySQL storage nodes. Another good example to study 
is VoltDB, which claims to be the world’s fastest OLTP database 
(though it has never published an audited TPC benchmark). A 
counterexample to Amazon is eBay, which arguably has equal 
scale and equally highperformance, scalability, and reliability 
requirements. eBay uses performance segmentation, sharding, 
replication, and eventual consistency but continues to use Oracle 
(and SQL) to manage local databases. I asked Randy Shoup, one 
of the architects of the eBay ecommerce platform, why eBay did 
not abandon Oracle Database, and he answered in one word: 
“comfort.” Here are links to some of his presentations and arti
cles on the eBay architecture:

➤ “eBay’s Scaling Odyssey: Growing and Evolving a Large 
eCommerce Site” (http://francotravostino.name/
papers/eBayScalingOdysseyShoupTravostino.pdf)

➤ “The eBay Architecture: Striking a balance between site 
stability, feature velocity, performance, and cost” (http://
w w w . a d d s i m p l i c i t y . c o m / d o w n l o a d s /
eBaySDForum2006-11-29.pdf)

➤ “Randy Shoup Discusses the eBay Architecture” (http://
www.infoq.com/interviews/shoup-ebay-architecture)

➤ “Randy Shoup on eBay’s Architectural Principles” (http://
w w w. i n f o q . c o m / p r e s e n t a t i o n s / s h o u p - e b a y -
architectural-principles)

➤ “Scalability Best Practices: Lessons from eBay” (http://
www.infoq.com/articles/ebay-scalability-best-practices)

The latest challenge to NoSQL comes from Google, which 
recently created a new DBMS called F1 for its businesscritical 
AdWords application. Google implemented a version of Oracle 
table clusters in order to avoid the join penalty. Here is a quote 
from Google’s paper “F1: A Distributed SQL Database That 
Scales”:

“In recent years, conventional wisdom in the engineering com-
munity has been that if you need a highly scalable, high-
throughput data store, the only viable option is to use a NoSQL 
key/value store, and to work around the lack of ACID transac-
tional guarantees and the lack of conveniences like secondary 
indexes, SQL, and so on. When we sought a replacement for 

Google’s MySQL data store for the AdWords product, that op-
tion was simply not feasible: the complexity of dealing with a 
non-ACID data store in every part of our business logic would 
be too great, and there was simply no way our business could 
function without SQL queries. Instead of going NoSQL, we built 
F1, a distributed relational database system that combines high 
availability, the throughput and scalability of NoSQL systems, 
and the functionality, usability and consistency of traditional 
relational databases, including ACID transactions and SQL 
queries. Google’s core AdWords business is now running com-
pletely on F1. F1 provides the SQL database functionality that 
our developers are used to and our business requires. Unlike our 
MySQL solution, F1 is trivial to scale up by simply adding ma-
chines.” (http://static.googleusercontent.com/media/ 
research.google.com/en/us/pubs/archive/41344.pdf)

Summary6

The NoSQL camp put performance, scalability, and reliability 
front and center but lost the opportunity to take the relational 
model to the next level because—just like the relational camp—
it mistakenly believed that normalization dictates physical stor
age choices, that nonrelational APIs are forbidden by the 
relational model, and that “relational” is synonymous with 
ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, and Durability).

The NoSQL camp created a number of innovations that are 
disruptive in the sense used by Harvard Business School profes
sor Clayton Christensen: functional segmentation, sharding, 
replication, eventual consistency, and schemaless design. Since 
these innovations are compatible with the relational model, they 
should eventually be absorbed by mainstream database manage
ment systems.

Finally, I should point out that there are very good reasons to 
criticize current NoSQL products, including a lack of standards; 
primitive feature sets, security, and management tools; unproven 
claims; and traps for the unwary. MongoDB uses a database
wide lock for reads and writes (http://docs.mongodb.org/
manual/faq/concurrency/#what-type-of-locking-does-
mongodb-use). #nuffsaid. s
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Editor’s Note 1: In November 2014, MongoDB began supporting 
document-level locking for writes when using the optional Wired 
Tiger storage engine and collection-level locking when using the 
default MMAPv1 storage engine (one MongoDB database can 
contain multiple document collections). Prior to that, MongoDB 
only supported database-level locking for writes. Prior to August 
2012, MongoDB only supported instance-level locking for writes 
(one MongoDB instance can control multiple databases).

Editor’s Note 2: At OpenWorld 2015, Oracle Corporation an-
nounced native support for sharding in Oracle Database 12c 
Release 2.

Editor’s Note 3: F1 is built on Spanner, which provides synchro-
nous cross-datacenter replication and strong consistency.

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/products/nosqldb/learnmore/nosql-wp-1436762.pdf
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/products/nosqldb/learnmore/nosql-wp-1436762.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20100326173544/http://francotravostino.name/papers/eBayScalingOdysseyShoupTravostino.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20100326173544/http://francotravostino.name/papers/eBayScalingOdysseyShoupTravostino.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20061209003728/http://www.addsimplicity.com/downloads/eBaySDForum2006-11-29.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20061209003728/http://www.addsimplicity.com/downloads/eBaySDForum2006-11-29.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20061209003728/http://www.addsimplicity.com/downloads/eBaySDForum2006-11-29.pdf
http://www.infoq.com/interviews/shoup-ebay-architecture
http://www.infoq.com/interviews/shoup-ebay-architecture
http://www.infoq.com/presentations/shoup-ebay-architectural-principles
http://www.infoq.com/presentations/shoup-ebay-architectural-principles
http://www.infoq.com/presentations/shoup-ebay-architectural-principles
http://www.infoq.com/articles/ebay-scalability-best-practices
http://www.infoq.com/articles/ebay-scalability-best-practices
http://static.googleusercontent.com/media/research.google.com/en/us/pubs/archive/41344.pdf
http://static.googleusercontent.com/media/research.google.com/en/us/pubs/archive/41344.pdf
http://docs.mongodb.org/manual/faq/concurrency/#what-type-of-locking-does-mongodb-use
http://docs.mongodb.org/manual/faq/concurrency/#what-type-of-locking-does-mongodb-use
http://docs.mongodb.org/manual/faq/concurrency/#what-type-of-locking-does-mongodb-use


loads inside of Google for many years. We rely on it every day 
for many of our most important workloads and most important 
data. 

We released it as a commercially available service not because 
we wanted to show off. We asked around and found that custom-
ers had similar problems to Google’s around wanting to retain 
relational semantics and transactions but also not wanting to be 
constrained by scale limitations. These customers also told 
us they wanted a vastly improved management experience and 
did not want to be involved in the complexity of running distrib-
uted systems. Cloud Spanner was born from these customer 
conversations, based on the internal Spanner project.

How can I get started with Google Cloud Spanner Database?

There’s a ton of material out there to help you learn more. Just 
Google Cloud Spanner on YouTube, or go to cloud.google.com/
spanner to get a link to the docs and some quickstarts. You can 
also find a link to a Google Cloud platform free trial. s

Dominic Preuss is a technologist and New Yorker living in Silicon 
Valley. He is currently a Director of Product Management on 
Google Cloud Platform. Deepti Srivastava is the product manager 
for Cloud Spanner.

(continued from page 5)
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DocKey ('user1', 10): 
    {
        column_id (subject), T1 -> 'hello',
        column_id (msg), T1 ->  'hello world'
    }

YSQL Benefits
A YSQL cluster appears as a single logical PostgreSQL data-

base to applications. All nodes in the YSQL layer are identical, 
and application clients can connect to any node in order to read 
or write data. Along with maximum PostgreSQL compatibility, 
such an architecture delivers a number of benefits.

Horizontal Write Scalability
Since DocDB is capable of being scaled out on demand, a 

stateless YSQL tier makes it easy to add nodes on demand. This 
enables rapid scaling of the cluster when more resources (CPU, 
memory, storage capacity) are required.

Highly Resilient with Native Failover and Repair
The underlying DocDB cluster is fault tolerant. This means 

that node failures do not affect the SQL application using this 
distributed SQL database. It simply starts communicating to a 
new node, unlike native PostgreSQL, where the common ap-
proach of master-slave replication inevitably leads to manual 
failover and/or inability to serve recent commits.

Geo-Distribution with Multi-Region Deployments
DocDB supports geo-distributed deployments, meaning that 

you can deploy a distributed SQL database across different geo-
graphic regions and zones.

structure migrations now involve zero downtime, even for a 
SQL database.

Summary
Bringing together two iconic database technologies such as 

Spanner and PostgreSQL into a new open-source, cloud-native 
database has been an immensely satisfying engineering achieve-
ment. In this article, we explained our design principles, the 
tradeoffs associated with those principles, and the actual imple-
mentation details. s

Karthik Ranganathan is the CTO of YugaByte.
Copyright © 2019, Karthik Ranganathan

DATABASE MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS
Develop | Manage | Optimize | Monitor | Replicate

Maximize your 
Database Investments.

Cloud Native Operations
DocDB allows dynamically changing nodes of the database 

with no application impact. Schema changes as well as infra-

https://www.quest.com/solutions/database-management/
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